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ABSTRACT
As children mature through the childhood years, motor performance 
increases in a relatively linear way. This increase in performance is 
frequently attributed to physical growth factors such as increaed height, 
weight and strength. However, cognitive factors in memory also develop 
and affect the planning and control o f movement.
The purpose of these three experiments was to evaluate the develop­
mental increase in strategy use for planning movements and to determine 
i f  the motor performance of younger children could be enhanced by 
inducing strategy use that does not occur spontaneously. The effects 
of subject selected (preselected) or experimenter selected (constrained) 
movements was investigated relative to age level and strategy use. In 
all three experiments, subjects were selected from three age levels, 7 
and 11 years and adults, based upon the predicted ages for the normal 
appearance of spontaneous strategy use. A total of 300 female subjects 
(100 at each age level) was used, 120 each in Experiments 1 and 2 and 
60 in Experiment 3.
Experiments 1 and 2 involved the same factors, age, strategy and 
pre-selected/constrained condition. The difference was 1 utilized a 
laboratory-controlled linear positioning task, 2 used a field task of 
jogging for distance. The results from 1 and 2 were very consistent. 
The more interesting data from these two experiments were the inter­
action between the spontaneous development of strategy use with 
increased age and the success with which strategy use could be induced 
by training for children. When trained to use a mature adult-like
strategy, 7 and 11 year old children performed as accurately ( jC E |)  as 
adults in making positional and distance judgments. The younger 
children were more variable (band width of the memory trace was wider, 
VE) than the adults. The increased variability was caused by the 
inconsistancy of strategy application. Elevated probe RT during planning 
under strategic conditions supported the fact that increased attention 
was required when compared to situations in which planning was not 
forced.
Experiment 3, using the velocity task of throwing, did not support 
the findings when performance outcome was analyzed. The probe 
reaction time data did support the concept of increased effort for less 
meaningful movements. Rapid velocity tasks appear to be less open for 
strategic intervention to improve performance.
Conclusions support the value of strategic intervention in reducing 
the age differences for recalling location and distance information from 
motor tasks which are slower, prolonged movements. The value of this 
memory development mnemonic generalizes from a controlled laboratory 
positioning task to the more ecologically valid task of reproducing the 
distance jogged. The strategic intervention did not generalize to a 
more rapid velocity movement, throwing.
CHAPTER I
Processing Deficits as an Explanation of 
Developmental Performance Differences
There is little argument with the statement that as children get 
older they get better. That is , empirical evidence and intuitive know­
ledge shows that performance on most tasks improves as age increases. 
However, there is considerable discrepancy when try ing  to explain 
these performance differences. Clearly a portion of the advantage
noted in adults and older children is due to the experience they acquire 
and the knowledge they accrue with time. One explanation is that with 
age the physical capacity of memory, on which learning and performance 
are dependent, actually expands (Pascual-Leone, 1970). Another view 
is that task specific strategies and more generalizable strategies called 
control processes allow adults to use the same limited memory capacity 
in a more efficient manner (Chi, 1976; Shiffrin S Schnieder, 1977; 
Thomas 1980). There exists considerable evidence that when younger 
children use control processes and adult type strategies their perfor­
mance becomes similar to older children or adults; conversely when 
adults are forced to use a child like strategy or no control process 
their performance is more similar to children (C hi, 1975; Ornstein 
& Naus, 1978; Winther 6 Thomas, 1981). Certainly in situations where 
the implementation of a strategy is the key to mature performance the 
distance between adult's and children's performance should increase.
Both the characteristics of the task and the age of the subject ' 
determine the amount and effectiveness of the strategic intervention.
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When movements must be remembered several generalizable/task-related  
strategies are possible. That is , those relative to producing the move­
ment, reproducing the movement and the interfacing of those two plans. 
In a plan to recall the movement, the subject would select some task 
specific criteria for recalling the movement. This could be done before 
the initiation of the movement or after termination of the movement. In 
slow paced movements planning to reproduce could even occur during 
execution. Examples would be "I'll count the duration of this movement" 
(a priori) or " I'll reproduce this movement by stopping my hand in tine 
with my left shoulder" (either after the movement was completed or 
a p rio ri). To be successful this type of plan must be based on some 
preinformation about the movement. For example using end location 
would be totally inappropriate when the length of the movement was to 
be replicated and the starting, point was altered. In another case the 
a priori strategy might be less effective, for example using counting of 
time when end location was to be recalled.
A memory strategy could also deal with the selection of the move­
ment. That is certain parameters which are meaningful and easily 
encoded would be selected before the movement. Two examples are " I'll 
move for 10 counts" or "I'll move until my hand is in line with my left 
shoulder." There are many movement situations, especially with labora­
tory tasks, that do not allow the subjects to select the parameters or 
provide any prior knowledge about the important cues for encoding to 
facilitate future retrieval. Clearly the selection of movement parameters 
and plans to recall can interact to enhance recall, th is maybe the most 
sophisticated use of strategies. In some tasks a good selection strategy  
almost eliminates the need for a reproduction plan. Certainly the task
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demands greatly influence the appropriate strategies which may be 
applied.
Just as the task influences the appropriate strategies, the age and 
experience of the subject influences the availability of strategies. A 
young child (under age 6) would not be expected to do anything to 
prepare to remember, therefore he might be try ing  to retrieve a move­
ment which was never encoded. A slightly older child (approximately 
7 years) usually tries to rehearse the information after encoding. Even 
though older children use adult-like strategies their performance may be 
poorer than adults because these strategies are inappropriately selected 
or executed. When a child is forced to use a strategy not spontaneous­
ly used at their age the execution will be poorer and therefore perfor­
mance poorer, than for an adult or a child spontaneously using the 
strategy. The performance with forced strategic intervention should be 
superior to performance without the strategy. A movement which is 
defined completely by the person making the movement should be more 
meaningful, i.e . situations allowing the subject to produce a plan 
to move, a plan to remember the ir movement, and reproduce the move­
ment. These movements are called preselected. Other situations may 
demand that a certain movement be reproduced. In this case only a 
reproduction and memory plan can facilitate replication of the movement. 
These movements are called constrained. Considerable research exists 
indicating preselected movements are recalled with less error than 
constrained movements (Kelso & Wallace, 1978) in laboratory tasks, but 
there is considerable controversy as to the cause of the difference.
The movement preselection effect, which refers to improved perfor­
mance when subjects define movement parameters to be reproduced, has
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been consistently apparent in a wide variety of controlled laboratory 
situations (Kelso & Wallace, 1978). The typical procedure is for the 
subject to make a movement which they know will have to be reproduced. 
This movement is either defined for them (constrained) or by them 
(preselected). A fter an interval of time the subject reproduces the 
movement (or some portion of i t ) .  The problem with interpreting the 
results is that the superior execution of the preselected movements 
could be due to the production plan, the reproduction plan or the 
interaction of the two. Clearly preselection could not help if  no plan is 
used. B ut, there is no guarantee that subjects plan the movement 
prior to initiation of the movement; they may move and plan to repro­
duce after the movement with no production plan.
When examining strategies or plans, particularly in a preselected- 
constrained paradigm, the age effect is of special interest. If  the 
preselection advantage is strategy dependent, children who do not 
spontaneously use a strategy will not perform better under preselected 
conditions. I f  the strategy is a significant factor in the preselected 
condition, groups' using a good strategy for constrained movements 
should be able to perform equally as well as those in preselected condi­
tions. Typically the preselected-constrained paradigm allows the pre­
selected subjects to plan movement and movement reproduction. Adults 
take advantage of these strategic opportunities. Older children might 
plan, but execute less efficiently—hence the age effect. Young child­
ren would plan only to reproduce, further separating the ages. When 
movement is constrained the adults can only initiate one phase of plan­
ning, (to reproduce) so their strategy would be similar to a younger 
chld's though performance is better. Again the age effect would be
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evident for constrained movements, these differences comprised of both 
execution errors and planning limitations.
Certain tasks do not readily allow adoption of a strategy. I f  
preselection is dependent upon strategy then no advantage should be 
found over constrained movements. Similarly the age differences would 
be due to execution erro rs , proba.bly related to experience and practice. 
Any task, laboratory or field, in which a strategy can be applied 
should exhibit the preselected advantage if strategy is a significant 
factor. I f  the use of a particular strategy or combination of strategies 
accounts for the performance advantages of different ages or under 
certain conditions, the trend should hold across various tasks where 
similar strategies may be applied. Thus far controlled laboratory re­
search has been used to examine the control processes with both verbal 
and motor skills (Gallagher, 1980; Ornstien S Naus, 1978; Winther & 
Thomas, 1981]. One developmental study has applied a strategy typ i­
cally used in laboratory tasks to encode a movement parameter (distance- 
extent) information to a field task (Thomas, Thomas, Lee, Testerman G 
Ashy Note 1 ). Not only did the strategy facilitate recalf o f distance 
jogged but accounted for portions of the age differences. Studies 
which use cross task validation should allow a better evaluation of the 
theoretical frameworks in which these studies are conducted.
The purpose of the present series of experiements is to evaluate 
age differences in motor performance with regard to strategy use, and 
in particular, the interaction of strategy with the preselection effect. 
In addition. Experiments 2 and 3 wilt attempt cross task replication of 
these developmental memory phenomena in more "real world" (ecologically 
valid) settings. The next several sections of this chapter provide a
6
review of theoretical and empirical investigations related to this problem. 
The Strategic Use of Plans
Mnemonic strategies are broadly defined as courses of action insti­
gated for the purpose of remembering. These are not essential to 
perform the task, and can be applied to either acquisition or retrieval. 
The degree to which rehearsal, organization, elaboration, selective 
attention or other mnemonic strategies is necessary determines the 
extent of age related performance differences. The instigation of a 
specific type of strategy or of a general plan to facilitate memory are 
both age related. Chi (1976), Thomas (1980), Brown (1975) and Ftavell 
(1970, 1979) all discuss the differential use of plans to act, acquire or 
retrieve across age. As age increases the deliberate use of facilitators 
or mediators to performance increases. A young child believes that 
because he is expected to remember and wants to remember he will 
remember. An older child knows he must do something purposeful to 
remember. The effectiveness of these plans varies with the age and 
individual skills of the child and the context specific demands of the 
task. The points of interest are those things which facilitate or mediate 
performance and which can be manipulated.
Flavell and Wellman (1977) have described four broad and somewhat 
overlapping categories of memory, all of which change with age. First, 
internal representations of objects, particularly from visual recognition, 
and second, the knowledge base which is often referred to as information 
in long term storage or memory. Certainly great increases' occur in 
these two areas as experience is gained, The expectation is that with 
maturation these two factors expand, but have less impact in novel
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tasks or after the majority of new information [or experience) has been 
acquired. The remaining categories are "knowing how to know" which 
includes but goes beyond the control processes and the individual's 
awareness of memory, which is called metamemory. Numerous studies 
have shown increases in memory which are related to the implementation 
of more sophisticated encoding, rehearsal, organization or retrieval 
(C hi, 1976; Ornstien & Naus, 1978) either because of training or matur­
ation. The distinction is subtle and perhaps a bit confusing because of 
varied use of the jargon throughout the literature. According to Brown 
(1975) there is "knowing how to know" which is the implementation of 
appropriate strategies and "knowing about knowing" or metamemory. 
However in some papers even Flavell who firs t used metamemory uses 
the term to refer to more than "knowing about knowing" (Flavell & 
Wellman, 1977). The understanding a person has of his memory ability 
and the individual variations he observes in the memory of others are 
enduring (stable) white the concrete experiences he must monitor and 
in terpret are transient. Young children (below age 7 years) have very 
little  knowledge aobut metamemorial phenomenom. They believe, regard­
less of the evidence and ongoing experience, that they can remember 
any number of items (up to 10) accurately (Moynahan, 1973; Salatas & 
Flavell, 1976; Yussen 6 Levy, 1975). Older children (11 years and 
older) are realistic in terms of task demands, list length and time 
interval as to the amount they can store and retrieve. Even young 
children can be taught to predict their own memory capacity, but this 
does not develop without training until children gain experience (Flavell, 
Fredericks & Hoyt, 1970; Markman, 1973). Young children do express 
memory-related terminology, for example "I forgot," "put on my thinking
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cap," (Flavell & Wellman, 1977); Kreutzer, Leonard & Flavell, 1975) and 
older children know more (Markman, 1973) and study d ifferently to 
recall (K reutzer, Leonard & Flavell, 1975).
Further, the young child makes no special preparation to remember, 
especially regarding fu ture  retrieval (Flavell & Wellman, 1978). This 
has been denoted as the "differentiation hypothesis". To prepare for 
retrieval and in the retrieval process itself adults use internal and 
external aids. For example, adults will organize lists in memory to 
facilitate recall, like grouping grocery items by category ( fru it , meat 
e tc .) ;  using the internal list, and the physical (external) presence of 
the items at the store to insure recall of all items. Children, as age 
decreases, do less and less to prepare for recall; very young children 
tend to confuse experiencing (perceiving) with memorizing. Appel, 
Cooper, McCarrell, Stm-Knight, Yussen and Flavell (1973) found four 
year olds "look more" when they were informed of the need to recall 
information at a later time, but conceptually did not differentiate be­
tween seeing and remembering. The 7-year olds knew they should do 
something but they did not know what to do. The conclusion was that 
7-year olds conceptually understand memory but behaviorally do not 
differ from 4-year olds. The 11-year olds prepare to retrieve and 
appeared to have a realistic and functional grasp of memory capacity.
The 7-year olds are of particular interest since they appear to be 
at the verge of a major change in memory related performance. Flavell's 
(1970) earlier work dealt with the transition from immature to mature 
memory activity. A series of five studies investigated mnemonic media­
tion, an arb itrary  term which refers to cognitive activities deliberately
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undertaken for the purpose of storing and retrieving input. The result 
of this work was the production-mediation deficiency hypothesis. A 
mediation deficiency occured when a child was unable to use a strategy, 
even when trained and induced to do so to facilitate performance on a 
memory task. I f  a child could use the strategy, when trained and/or 
induced, but could not spontaneously initiate the strategy there was a 
production deficiency. Brown (1975) adds a third category, that is 
when a child attempted to apply a strategy but did so ineptly; she 
referred to this as a production inefficiency.
Flavell (1970) noted four trends which recurred in the production- 
mediation deficiency research:
1. Mnemonic mediation is best conceived as planful, instrumental, 
cognitive activ ity  akin to problem solving behavior;
2. There is an age dependent likelihood of the spontaneous 
occurance, in appropriate situations, of mediating behavior;
3. Average age of transition from non-production to production 
is dependent upon the specific mediator and task;
4. As age increases there is greater planfulness and perfection 
of the specific control processes.
With regard to the average age of transition, Flavell and Wellman (1977) 
noted that two factors can positively affect memory; first the availability 
of an appropriate strategy, and second, the presence of spatial informa­
tion (rather than verbal input).
The performance on a memory task is dependent upon three things:
1. The task demand variables -  how dependent upon acquisition 
or retrieval is task performance;
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2. The performer variables -  ability of the individual in basic 
skills such an encoding, rehearsal, e tc ., where the optimal strategy is 
determined by the preference of the performer;
3. The interaction of the performer and task variables.
A specific task may require reproduction as in most laboratory 
experiements or the rote recitation of a nursery rhyme. Actually, 
there are few tasks of this type in the preschool child's life (Brown, 
1975), but school increases these demands significantly. Reconstruction 
tasks, where understanding and comprehension are important, is much 
more prevlalent, especially for young children. The reconstructive 
tasks relate to semantic memory and are meaningful -  reading compre­
hension is a prime example of reconstruction. Memorization or reproduc­
tion are generally examples of episodic memory. Brown (1975) proposes 
that reconstruction-semantic and reproduction-episodic can be either 
strategic and non-strategic. The non-strategic semantic task discrimi­
nates least against a young child, while strategic-episodic tasks are 
more difficult (Table 1 ). Brown points out that children can and do 
memorize, for example nursery rhymes, but there is little cause for 
them to learn things which adults typically use to test memorization like 
phone numbers. Nursery rhymes are perhaps a special case. Obviously 
young children reconstruct and retrieve correct "general" information 
which is appropriate. With young children what is stored and retrieved 
is somewhat hit or miss, there is no deliberate action. Without the 
capability to determine when and where to apply strategies appropriate­
ly , the reproduction process will be random.
Metamemory as an age-related phenomenon can be summarized by 
skills the young child does or does not exhibit (control processes) and
Table 1. Possible Combinations of Episodic-Reproduction/ 
Semantic-Reconstruction and Strategic/Non-Strategic Tasks
STRATEGIC
EPISODIC (Reproduction) Memorize lists
(as most laboratory 
tasks)
SEMANTIC (Reconstruction) Know beforehand the





what is meaningful 
"getting the gist"
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what the child knows about knowing. That is, the young child does 
not know there are strategic helps for memory, when or where these 
are appropriate or for that matter that there is a need for strategic 
intervention (Brown, 1975).
Plans for Movement and Reproduction of Movement
Considerable controversy has been ongoing in the literature as to 
the controlling agent in movement. If  the peripheral mechanism alone 
were responsible for movement the role of plans for movement and 
memory of movement would be negligible. However, as Kelso and 
Stelmach (1976) state, movement control is not dichotomous:
The major challenge facing researchers of human motor control lies 
in elucidating the manner in which central and peripheral processes 
interact in coordinating movements. It is misleading to assume 
that sensory feedback, important though it may be, is always 
necessary to elicit further motor output. Equally unrealistic is the 
notion that neural networks with the CNS generate stored movement 
patterns in total independence of peripheral feedback. Both 
peripheral and central approaches, if  accepted in isolation of each 
other, leave too many questions unanswered, (p. 34-35)
Glencross (1980) noted four components which exert control to differing  
degrees dependent on the movement to be produced. The contribution 
of sensory guidance and control is contingent upon the open or closed 
"ness" of the movement. The advanced planning and programming of 
the movement determines such parameters as serial order and precision. 
Glenncross’ remaining two components are beyond those proposed by 
Keele (1968). The presetting and tuning of the system to accept and
13
Figure 1 Glencross1 (1980) heirarchy of control
General Classes (Schema) 
object propulsion 
Response units or elements
over arm under hand kick
throw toss
Pa rameters
10 feet, heavy ball, great force
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The final component is the amendment procedure for movement which 
utilizes error detection and correction for the ongoing movement and 
future movements.
Cienncross would dearly  prefer the focus of research to shift from 
central or peripheral control to the interaction of the two as proposed 
by Kelso and Stelmach (1976). Clencross proposes a hierarchy of 
movement control which includes or is compatible with the results of 
research reported by Kelso and Stelmach (1979), Schmidt (1975), Keele 
(1968) and Klapp (1975). First Clencross outlines four characteristics 
of movement which support both central storage of "schema" or rules 
for the types of movements and peripheral control. Many different 
muscle groups can produce a movement pattern with the same end 
result. A set of rules limit the outcome of movements generated by 
that program. This is what Glencross (1980) refers to as motor Con­
stance (one), and is analogous to schema (Schmidt, 1975). In both 
open and closed skills, variation in muscle activity occurs during the 
repetition of the same skill (Clencross, 1972, 1973, 1976). This unique­
ness of action (two) is attributed to a "band width" for internal and 
external temporal and spatial aspects of the movement. In spite of that 
uniqueness there is stability and consistancy of the actions (three). 
The updating, admendment and modification of action (four) due to 
feedback and feed forward loops is the final component.
Certainly these comments are at times reminiscent of Adams (1971), 
Keele (1968) and/or Schmidit (1975). There seems to be considerable 
support both theoretically and empirically for the hierarchial control 
notion. This hierarchy of movement (Clencross, 1980; Figure 1) could 
be a viable explanation for the descrepancies in results of some re-
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search, as when a study looks at one phase and ignores the contribu­
tion and results of other phases. Abstract representations for general 
classes of movements or schema are the highest level of this hierarchy. 
Response units or elements, which evolve from the general classes of 
action, are tlie proposed action in a specific context. Parameters are
the specifications of force, speed, displacement etc. Whiting (1980)
supports this levels of control notion and relates development to the 
heirarchy. The younger or less experienced performer is more depen­
dent upon the planning and executing aspects (the tipper portions) of 
the hierarchy and deals less effectively with parameters and environ­
mental demands. The movements result is mechanistic. As experience 
increases the emphasis shifts from merely making the movement happen 
to strategic intentions and the refinements which fit the movement to 
the context. Whiting purports that the dimensions of control becomes 
learning to handle the perceptual load of the task rather than making 
the movement itself. The speed of movement production increases as a 
result. Therefore critical aspects of the task change with age, for 
example velocity for advanced performances and direction for inexper­
ienced. Performance when measured as the end result may peak while 
strategic components as measured by planning time, execution compon­
ents, e tc . , may continue to improve.
Klapp (1975) contrasted the continuous control of long movements 
(Keele, 1968) to motor programs for short ballastic movements (Schmidt, 
1975) and suggests the two are not mutually exclusive. He also concurs 
with Glencross and Whiting that not only do task parameters affect the 
performance, but so does the experience of the performer. Clearly, 
"motor plans" are cognitive in nature, strategic and develop with age.
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Ecological Valadity
In addition to the argument of what should be studied about move­
ment, the way one should study movement has also served as a point of 
debate, i.e . the outcome or the process —  neurophysiological or cogni­
tive. If  extreme positions are taken little flexib ility  exists. For example 
if  ecological validity is defined in the strictest sense, that is research 
in a naturalistic setting involving objects and activities from everyday 
life , then the intrusion of any neurological monitoring would invalidate 
the results. From that same perspective the mere presence of an 
observer contaminates the data. Therefore what can be studied is 
clearly limited by acceptable ways of study. On the other extreme if  
only basic neurophysiological measures are monitered perhaps the influ­
ence of the environment is relatively meaningless.
Bronfenbrenner (1977) suggests that the researcher of human 
development r is k s " .. . being caught between a rock and soft place. The 
rock is rigor, and the soft place is relevance.. .Much contemporary 
developmental psychology is the science of strange behavior o f children 
in strange situations with strange adults for the briefest possible periods 
of time" (p. 513). Bronfenbrenner is not alone in this view nor is 
developmental psychology the sole recipient of such criticism. An 
alternative is the ecological approach with a modified definition of ecolo­
gical validity which "refers to the extent to which the environment 
experienced by the subjects in a scientific investigation has the proper­
ties it is supposed or assumed to have by the investigator" (Bronfen­
brenner, 1977, p. 56). Two things are striking about this definition: 
firs t the reference to the subjects perception of the environment; and 
second the fact that no environment is judged invalid on apriori grounds.
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Whiting (1980) purports the difference between actions and 
movements to be the contextual setting. Therefore v irtua lly  no labora­
tory task studies movement, only action. Neither Bronfenbrenner nor 
Whiting proposes that laboratory or field studies are invalid, only that 
a good match between the behavior being studied and the context must 
be of primary importance.
Lewin (1951), Martens (1979), Siedentop (1980) and Bronfenbrenner 
(1977, 1979) all support the use of field research to the extent of 
advocating a Type II statistical erro r over a Type I e rro r. The gene­
ral izability of results is of more import to these researchers than the 
problems of statistical errors such as not knowing to which variable to 
attribute the treatment differences or even erroneously rejecting a true  
null hypothesis. Certainly there is considerable doubt as to the appli­
cability of much controlled laboratory research. Further, Martens
(1979) points out that many laboratory research problems are manufac­
tured and are not the result of a meaningful view of life. So the 
significance of a treatment effect is meaningless in terms of use in the 
real world or even invalid when applied in the natural environment. 
Siedentop (1980) proposes- that applicability be defined in terms of the 
interest of society in the problem and both the experimental (statistical) 
and social significance (meaningfulness) of the results.
Thomas (1980) argues that there is a logical place for both field 
and laboratory research. First one must have understanding and 
confidence in the robustness of a phenomenom, then test the applicable 
or generalization across tasks, settings and samples. I f  a treatment 
effect is significant in the controlled laboratory experiment and in 
situations with reduced constraints, one’s confidence in the significance
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and meaningfulness of the finding is increased. Whiting (1980) also 
proposes the use of external validation (field research) of experimental 
research conducted in the laboratory. Further he suggests that the 
primary effect of interest in ecologically valid research is likely to be 
the interactions.
The origin of the problem and the theoretical model have been 
debated. Martens (1979), Bronfenbrenner (1977, 1979), Siedentop
(1980) and Whiting (1980) all support looking at large scale real life 
situations to yield problems for investigation. Then by combining the 
results of numerous investigations inductively building theory (Sien- 
dentop, 1980), i.e . looking at the "big picture" and viewing the per­
former in context to develop ecologically valid research. Thomas (1980) 
argues that deduction is also a logical and worthwhile approach to 
research and neither induction nor deduction should be excluded from 
the research process.
The final issue of controversy in ecological research is regarding 
selection of a dependent variable. Pure observation, as unobtrusive as 
possible, is used by some (Bronfenbrenner, 1977; Piaget, 1954). While 
Martens (1980) suggests perhaps subject report is best because what 
the subject thinks determines his behavior (and presumably he can 
accurately report this information). Siedentop (1980) argues that "what 
you see is what you get" so behavior is indicative of the internal pro­
cess and leaves no room for report erro r. The third view is again the 
middle position which proposes an interaction between what is available 
in the environment and the inner thought (Thomas, 1980). This ap­
proach uses both performance variables and self report.
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An ecological approach can then be harmonious with controlled
laboratory research when the middle view is taken on the three major 
issues. First the definition of ecological validity must consider the
perception of the environment by the subject, the appropriateness of 
the task, the context of the problem to be investigated, and the amount 
of influence the environment has on the problem. The theoretical 
framework and specific problems should be developed with the measur­
able behavior and the inner process as indicated by report procedures. 
There is a body of research which has attempted to meet the demands 
of ecological validity while addressing a theoretical phenomenom. This 
area of research is cognitive mapping or the encoding of spatial infor­
mation.
Cognitive Mapping -  Memory for Spatial information
In addition to the ecologically valid approach taken in the cognitive 
mapping/spatial information research there are interesting theoretical 
parallels to motor learning. Russell (1976) outlined five aspects of
movement which can be encoded — velocity, amplitude acceleration, 
force and position. Of these five Marteniuk, Shield and Campbell 
(1972) and Laabs (1973) identify distance and location as two qualities 
of movement typically retained for recall in linear and curvelinear 
laboratory tasks. Siegel and White (1975) reviewed the research inves­
tigation spatial relations and refer to three major qualities which are 
recorded in memory. These are landmarks, routes and general know­
ledge of familiar and unfamiliar space. Landmarks are specific positions 
which are unique and therefore readily usable for memory cues. Land­
marks have the same characteristics as location from the motor learning
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research. Routes are the possible paths between locations, in some 
respects this is analogous to the distance cues referenced in Russell 
(1976) and Marteniuk, Shield and Campbell (1972). Distance is usually 
encoded by the end location when available. Routes are encoded by the 
landmarks which are end locations. The third type of information 
referred to by Siegel and White (1975) is the age related process of 
"becoming unconfused." The general knowledge or knowledge base 
increases with age and therefore the competence to deal with spatial 
problems improves. There are two uses for spatial information, one is 
to facilitate locations and movement and to prevent getting lost. The 
other is part of the general knowledge and serves as an organizer, 
reminiscent of episodic memory which ties memories to a context.
Clearly the perceptual mechanism through which locations are 
acquired is not similar to the acquisition of landmarks but the manner 
of storage may be similar. The strategy to select and retain route and 
distance information is probably similar especially in their dependence 
on landmarks and end locations. Acredolo, Pick and Olsen (1975) found 
that when the environment was undifferentiated, so that there were no 
landmarks, young (4 year olds) children could not replicate walks. 
Older children (8 year olds) used strategic interventions to facilitate 
recall. There were no age differences when landmarks were reliable. 
Three things are compatible with findings in the motor learning research. 
First, when locations (landmarks) were unreliable the recall was poorer, 
regardless of age. Second, when there was no strategy imposed (as 
with the 4 year olds) recall was poor for distance (route) information. 
Third , when distance (route) and location (landmark) are both available 
the location information will be used to facilitate recall.
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In a large scale environment task 4 and 9 year olds were taken on 
two walks, one measured memory for distance (location was unreliable), 
the other memory for location, distance and locations were confounded
(W inther, Thomas & Testerman, Note 3). Each child was precued with
one of three types of cues to remember -  event only, distance and 
event, or location and event. The most striking results were that
regardless of cue all children remembered the location information better 
than the distance information. Also a number of the older children
used a strategy o f counting steps to remember the distance when they 
were cued to remember distance. The younger children did not use a 
counting strategy under the distance cue condition.
A series of three experiments investigated the age related d iffer­
ences in the techniques used for examining spatial relations (Cohen, 
Weatherford, Lomenick & Koener, 1979). These techniques were map 
construction or drawing distance judgement comparisons and walks. 
First and fifth  grade children completed three tasks, the firs t was 
estimating how many steps between two points in a large room, there  
were differentiated and undifferentiated conditions using an empty room 
or one with furniture. The other two tasks were placing cards on a 
line or freely on the floor to represent the distance between pieces of 
fu rn itu re  in the differentiated room or the length of walks in the un­
differentiated room. The fifth  graders could perform equally well on all 
three tasks. The younger children did as well at estimating the steps 
as the older children but significantly worse at the other two tasks. 
Both groups estimated distance better in unfamiliar environments. This 
could be interpreted as utilization of a strategy to recall unfamiliar 
environments. The children apparently used locations to code distance
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in the familiar room, then when location was not present at recall they 
could not estimate the distance accurately. Again, the similarity in the 
use of distance-location and landmark-route information is supported. 
The other unique point of interest is the lack of age-related differences 
as the physical demand of the task increased. Feldman and Acredolo 
(1979) also found that younger subjects (3-4 year olds) were more 
dependent on experiential information. In conditions where children 
walked through a pathway actively (without adult assistance) or pas­
sively (with adult assistance) only the youngest passive group perform­
ed poorly. The older children (8-9 year olds) and active groups re­
called walks accurately. The children in both conditions could use 
locations to facilitate replication of the pathway.
Apparently with increased age very little interaction between the 
subject and environment is necessary to record, retrieve and act on 
spatial information. Allen, Siegel and Rosinski (1978) used slides of 
walks to indicate the amount and type of contact necessary for encoding 
and decision making. They in terp ret the results in the following ways. 
First, perceptual continuity is not necessary for route acquisition as 
long as adequate cues are available. In other words the adult can use 
landmarks to establish a route even if the landmarks are not presented 
in serial order. Second, individuals use landmarks to organize infor­
mation. Th ird , the perceptual experience affects the accuracy of 
cognitive representations of large scale environments. This refers to 
the mode and temporal aspects of acquisition. When one receives the 
information quickly (rid ing in a car or slides presented at a fast rate) 
the amount of information retained is less. Fourth, motor interaction is 
not necessary to form accurate spatial representations (Allen, Siegel,
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& Rosinski, 1978). There is some evidence that although direct inter­
actions are not necessary for adults it  may in fact facilitate knowledge, 
especially of distance information (Evans S Pezdek, 1980) in children. 
When adults learned from a map, they were poorer at distance compari­
sons than when the actual topology was familiar to them by direct 
interaction. The encoding of relative locations was not affected by the 
exclusive use of a map to gain spatial information. Similar results were 
found by Sadalla, Burroughs and Staplin (1980), using anchor points 
and locations.
The primary difference between large scale environment type tasks 
and those using small controlled movements is the sensory modality. 
For the laboratory task the information is generally restricted to k in - 
esthesis while the ecologically valid task includes kinesthetic, visual and 
other types of information. The storage of both types of information 
was discussed by Kail and Siegel (1978). Pellegrino, Risinski, Chiesi 
and Siegel prefer the viewpoint that memory is a single unit built of 
accumulated and organized perceptual experience. This contrasts to 
Paivio's (1971) theoretical view that verbal and nonverbal information 
are stored separately and transfer with different degrees o f difficulty  
between stores. Location and other spatial information are aspects of 
an event which are readily stored, location may actually be automatically 
encoded without demanding any attention to do so. The three types of 
spatial information Pellegrino, Rosinski, Chiesi and Siegel (cited in 
Kail & Siegel, 1976) purported to be automatically encoded are:
1. locations of pictures on a page,
2. endpoints in a series of items.
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3. places and objects in real world environments.
Semantic features can also be encoded; Kail and Siegel (1978) believe 
this to be the interaction between semantic and episodic memory. The 
occurance of an event cues some meaningful related information from the 
knowledge base which in turn enhances the meaning of the event.
Throughout the spatial information research two factors appear
which are clearly significant in the development of memory for spatial 
information. First the knowledge base increases with age, that is as 
children get older their performance improves because there is more 
experience on which to draw. Stored information can be used for
semantic encoding and employed for strategic purposes. Second the 
manner in which codes of information are constructed changes with age. 
Location and landmarks appeared to be non-strategic and may be en­
coded automatically. Young children may only encode location, ignoring 
temporal, distance and semantic features. Two other factors are also 
responsible for age related differences in processing of all types of
information and certainly contribute to differences in large or small
scale spatial information, speed of processing (C hi, 1976; Kail & Sieget, 
1978; Thomas, 1980; VVickens, 1974) and selectivity and attention (Gibson 
& Rader, 1979).
Preselection Effect
Research revolving around the preselection effect could be divided 
into four general areas of focus. The early research dealt with defin­
ing the conditions under which the effect worked. Later research has 
tried to explain the effect by tying it to one of three theoretical views.
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The preselection effect was evident across movements of various 
speeds (Jones, 1972; Kelso, 1977; Marteniuk, 1973; Stelmach, Kelso S 
McCullagh, 1976; Stalmach, Kelso 6 Wallace, 1975), for the various 
movement qualities of distance, location and distance-location confounded 
(Roy 6 Diewert, 1975; Jones, 1972, 1974; Kelso, 1977; Marteniuk, 1973; 
Stelmach, Kelso 6 McCullagh, 1976; Stelmach, Kelso & Wallace, 1975), 
and for active and passive movements (Stelmach, Kelso 6 Wallace, 
1975). A very thorough review is presented by Kelso and Wallace
(1978). The results of these experiments which are consistent with 
other motor memory research findings, yield four interesting points. 
First, distance information is encoded by end locations when those are 
available and reliable (Diewert, 1975; Kelso, 1977; Laabs, 1973; Marten­
iuk, 1973; Stelmach, Kelso & McCullagh, 1976; Stelmach, Kelso & Wallace, 
1975). Location information is encoded by vision when vision is available 
(Diewert, 1975). Apparently location information is dominant over
distance information and location will be encoded visually whenever
possible. Location information is recalled more accurately than distance 
information (Laabs, 1973). Distance is encoded strategically, that is 
subjects use a counting strategy to recall the extent of the movement 
when other cues are not available (Laabs, 1973; Roy & Diewert, 1975). 
These four points all hold tru e  for both preselected and constrained 
conditions, even though preselection remains superior to constrained. 
Kelso and Wallace (1978) noted three methodological problems in the
preselection paradigm. The firs t was the potential order effect caused 
by yolking preselected and constrained trials (within subject). But 
when order was randomized (constrained/preselected, preselected/ 
constrained), the preselection movements were still superior (Kelso 6
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Wallace, 1978). Second, the fact that preselected trials are under 
identical conditions for selection and reproduction, whereas constrained 
trails d iffe r because the criterion movement is made to a stop and the 
replication is completely under the subject's control. Th ird the mechan­
ical stop purportedly has adverse effects on the encoding process. The 
actual effect of each of these problems was tested, with preselection 
still facilitating performance when using an auditory stop and by moving 
preselected trials to a mechanical stop (Kelso £ Wallace, 1978). The 
three theoretical accounts were still viable after the methodological 
issues were tested by Kelso and Wallace. These three theories all have 
empirical data to support (to various degrees) their relative contribution 
in explaining the preselection effect. Roy and Diewert (1975) used 
probe reaction time as a measure of attentional demand which they 
viewed as the cause of preselected, constrained performance differences. 
The point was that perhaps preselected movements demanded (and 
obtained) more capacity, therefore were more accurately reproduced. 
The RT's were the same for constrained and preselected tria ls , but 
both were higher than baseline RTs. The probes were all done during  
the movement. The question with Roy and Diewert's work was when 
would the attention demand increase, during (as they tested) or just 
prior to the movement. Kelso (in press) probed the 3 seconds prior to 
the movement in a later study to support his neurophysiological explana­
tion of preselection. His data definitely showed differences between 
preselected and constrained reaction times, with baseline, constrained 
and preselected in a linear increasing order at 750 msec to 3000 msec. 
Preselected and constrained condition had similar RTs for the two 
middle probe times of 1500 and 2250 msec. Kelso interprets this as
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support for a heightened physiological tuning prior to movement which 
facilitates the recall of preselected movements. His strict interpretation 
is open to criticism, clearly this could be the increase in attentional 
demands which Roy and Diewert were seeking. Perhaps Roy and Diewert 
were just expecting the increase at the wrong time. Further it is
difficult to explain Kelso's more neurophysiological view when taking 
into account the similar results found in verbal studies where subject's 
generate the items to be recalled (the generation e ffe c t), obviously 
there is no neurophysiological explanation there. As Lee and Gallagher
(1981) point out, marked similarities exist between the preselection 
effect and the generation effect to the extent of suggesting the two are 
a single memory phenomenon!.
The third theoretical view is that encoding strategies are more 
effective for preselected movements than the strategies available for
constrained movements (Martineuk, 1973; Roy & Diewert, 1975). The 
view that the entire difference is due to encoding strategies is as other 
"always" and "never" statements open to question. However, support 
for encoding was demonstrated by obtaining immediate recall differences 
(so decay and rehearsal were not factors) and by teaching constrained 
subjects an encoding strategy which did make the two conditions (pre­
selected and constrained) equivalent. A th ird  prediction was made and 
supported by Roy (1976) but Kelso (1977) was unable to replicate the
results. The hypothesis was that with a good encoding strategy the
criterion movement and replication movement did not have to be made 
under the same circumstances to show facilitated performance. In this 
case the criterion movement was made passively with a good strategy, 
the replication made actively with the same strategy available. Kelso
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used EMC monitoring to show true  passivity, while Roy's subjects may 
have been receiving neural information even though they were being 
passively moved. Clearly encoding specificity is a problem that must be 
dealt with in this explanation. If  information is encoded accurately for 
a method of selection/presentation then that movement should be repro­
duced under similar circumstances to utilize the encoded information 
most effectively.
In one of the two developmental studies on preselection Kelso, 
Goodman, Stamm and Hayes (1979) found that constrained movements 
decayed even when recall was immediate. The error was amplified over 
longer intervals and suggesting two things: firs t, there is little or no 
rehearsal; second, the encoding strategy is not used or is poor. The 
three experiments in the Kelso, Goodman, Stamm and Hayes study used 
two groups of educable mentally retarded children with mean mental 
ages of 5 years 9 months and 8 years 4 months. There are two pro­
blems with the sample, the chronological ages are not separated (one 
ends at 10-9 years the other begins at 10-10 years) and are somewhat 
arb itra ry . Both groups mental ages are prior to typical development of 
a good rehearsal strategy in normal children. The task requires cen­
tral processing, yet both age groups do not always (even in normal 
children) spontaneously produce the strategy necessary for success. 
The second experiment in the Kelso et. al. study used preselected 
movements hoping that the children would spontaneously produce a 
strategy to aid memory. Theoretically the younger group would not be 
expected to do so if their mental age makes their performance similar to 
normal children of the same age. The older group was borderline if 
comparable to normal 9-year olds in the use of rehearsal strategies.
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Retention interval was another factor with three intervals, immediate, 
7 and 15 seconds. Prior to each preselected movement the subject was 
told to select. This was done to insure that the subject did choose an 
end location prior to the movement, however this was not enforced or 
tested in any way. Age was not significant, which could easily, be 
explained in terms of the CA overlap, and the inappropriate selection of 
MA so that age related performance would not be expected (production- 
mediation deficiency). Preselection was significantly better than con­
strained, however those differences may hold little meaning, in view of 
the small mean AE differences at ail three intervals for both ages. The 
actual differences between preselected and constrained conditions for 
the two ages of children were less than the adult difference I/men on 
the linear slide (Parks, 1978). This indicates that if given two move­
ments with the mean differences separating them, adults would judge 
them to be the same movements and error could be attributed to lack of 
perceptual sensitivity rather than memory. The age by condition and 
the condition by retention interval interactions were not significant. 
The lack of the age by condition interaction and the choice of age 
groups led to a study by Thomas and Gallagher (Note 3) with two 
factors, cue to rehearse/no cue and preselected/constrained. Age was 
a significant main effect, and the age by preselection interaction was 
significant. This was because at lease some of the children in the older 
groups did rehearse. There was no way of knowing whether the child­
ren who were cued to rehearse did so which may explain the lack of 
significance for the cue/no cue factor. Theoretically the results from 
Thomas and Gallagher are more consistent with developmental research 
than are the results of Kelso et. al (1979). Further research is needed 
to clarify these discrepancies.
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General Statement of the Problem
There are three major points of investigation in this problem. The 
first is a developmental issue, the differential use of strategies for 
specific tasks. Young children do not spontaneously apply strategies, 
yet can benefit from the, use of appropriate strategies. Older children 
may spontaneously use a strategy which is incomplete or inefficient, 
therefore they will perform better than young children but not as well 
as adults. Adults consistently apply appropriate and effective stra­
tegies which can explain major portions of their superior performance.
The second point is that preselected movements are superior to 
constrained movements because of both the plan to move and recall the 
movements. Constrained movements are not inferior because the para­
meters are selected for the subjects but because the subject is unable 
to plan the initial movement. When the subject is given prior informa­
tion about the distance or location parameters so the movement can be 
planned the preselection effect should disappear. Obviously i f  pre­
selection is dependent upon a plan to move and young children do not 
spontaneously plan, the advantage of preselection will not aid younger 
children. Th ird , the use of strategies and the preselection effect 
should be consistent across a variety of tasks and situations. As 
control is removed from the experimental situation the robustness of 




As age increases performance will improve, error will decrease —
regardless of condition the age main effect will be evident.
Overall, the preselected condition will be superior to the con­
strained.
a. However, when movement conditions and exact strategy can 
be employed for both constrained and preselected movements 
no differences will be found,
b. When no plans or poorly executed plans are applied in pre­
selected movements no differences will be evident.
Strategic behavior will improve performance regardless of condition
or age.
a. Strategy will not be spontaneous in 7-year old children so 
their performance, in tasks where strategy improves perfor­
mance, will be poor. However, they can be induced to use a 
strategy which will improve performance.
b. Some of the older children will spontaneously use a strategy, 
this may be an inefficient strategy or ineffectively executed. 
The use of a strategy will improve performance for some of 
the children. When forced to use an effective strategy the 11 
year olds will perform almost as well as adults. Performance 
decrements can be attributed to lack of experience.
c.- Adults will spontaneously use an effective strategy, therefore 
when strategy and other factors are confounded ( i .e .  pre­
selection is better only because of an exact strategy) adults 
will show no strategy or treatment effects.
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4. Reaction time (R T) will decrease as age increases and increase as 
situational demands increase:
a. Baseline RTs will be slightly inflated over those typically 
reported because the method used to determine RT is that 
used in the probe RTs and not the typical RT paradigm. 
That is , baseline will be determined using variable foreperiod 
(. 750 msec and .2250 msec) with a light as a warning and a 
buzzer as the stimulus. The stimulus will not occur on every 
trial and fore periods will be randomly ordered.
b. When no planning is ongoing RTs will be at baseline, when 
planning is ongoing RTS will be longer. Therefore no ele­
vation would be expected prior to constrained movements or 
in young children in no strategy-preselected or constrained 
conditions.
5. Tasks that lend themselves to exact strategies will be less affected 
by preselection.
6. Preselection facilitates performance because of the interaction 
between a plan to move and a plan to remember the movement for 
replication. When no strategic plans are applied to purposefully 
plan movements for ease of replication, preselection will not be 
beneficial. When information needed to plan a movement is given 
under constrained conditions prior to the movement the advantage 
of preselection is negated.
Statement of the Problem for Each Experiment
Following are the problems under investigation in each of the three 
experiments. The specific research hypotheses are included at the 
beginning of each chapter with a brief overview of the problem.
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Experiment 1. a. The firs t portion of this controlled laboratory
experiment will compare the use of a strategy within three age groups 
in a traditional preselected-constrained paradigm. Probe RT will be a 
measure of mental activity during the planning intervals for both plans 
to move and recall. Planning to move will be optional for subjects but
strategy to recall will be forced for the strategy groups.
b. The second half of this experiment will force 
planning to move under both preselected and constrained conditions but
will force a plan to recall only in the strategy conditions. The purpose 
is to view the relative contributions of plan to move and recall in 
preselected-constrained movements.
Experiment 2. This field experiment is designed to study the preselec­
tion effect and the use of strategies developmentally in a large scale 
distance (route) information task. The type of movement (jogging) is 
familiar to the subjects and is an ecologically valid approach to prese­
lection and strategic intervention.
Experiment 3. This experiment uses a velocity task (throwing) to 
investigate the preselection effect developmentally. The use of plans to 
move and recall will be fu rth er studied via the use of probe RT in the 
planning intervals.
Operational Definitions 
Absolute Error (AE) -  the unsigned error from target, which does not 
allow short and long errors to cancel each other.
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Constant Error (CE) -  the error from the target with the sign which 
indicates short or long of target and may if  e rror is equal on both 
sides end up as zero over trials (within subject e rro r).
Absolute Constant Error { |CE j) -  the absolute value of CE and used 
to indicate the between subject error.
Variable Error (VE) -  the standard deviation of CE and indicates 
consistancy of performance.
Constrained movement -  a movement where the subject moves to an 
experimenter enforced stop. The subject has no input into the 
selection of this movement.
Preselected movement -  a movement where the subject chooses the para­
meters of the movement without experimenter input.
Control process -  a generalized operation that facilitates memory, i . e . ,  
rehearsal and encoding.
Strategy -  a specific plan of action deliberately initiated to facilitate 
performance on a particular task.
Plan to move -  a cognitive operation prior to the initiation of the
movement which will define the parameters of the movement. This 
may include a strategy for remembering the movement.
Plan to reproduce the movement -  a cognitive operation which stores 
(encodes and rehearses) and retrieves the movement to be repro­
duced.
Range effect -  the tendency to undershoot long movements and over­
shoot short movements as assessed by CE.
Distance information -  the extent or length of the movement, this is 
usually studied by varying the start and end locations so only the 
length is constant.
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Location information -  a place or point in space which has some charac­
teristic which can be remembered.
Velocity information -  the speed of the movement, usually thought of
as a constant speed Cunlike acceleration).
Ecological validity -  the applicability of information to the "real w orld."
Assumptions
1. The three ages selected (7, 11 and 20 year olds) are repre­
sentative of the changes that occur in increased use of strategies.
2. Children will not use strategic intervention or will execute 
strategies poorly. Adults will spontanteously use strategic intervention 
in execution.
3. The optimal strategy on the linear slide for encoding of 
location is aligning the handle with a body part.
4. The optimal strategy for encoding distance while jogging is 
counting the number of steps.
5. Age related differences in processing not being examined by 
this study are not major factors in performance of these tasks.
Limitations
1. Children are representative of only one geographic location.
2. Cross sectional developmental studies cannot establish that 
experiences of older subjects were similar when the subjects were of the 
same age as younger subjects.
3. Terminology and explanations must be adjusted to the age of 
the subjects. Thus a developmental study requires different levels of 
explanations for treatments and testing across the age groups. These
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slight procedural variations are not the responsible factor for differing  
performance and treatment effects across the age groups studied.
Significance of the Study 
There will be three major issues of significance addressed in this 
study. The developmental issue is the facilitating effect of strategies 
on children's performance. A theoretical question regarding the possible 
cause of the preselection effect is a second issue. Finally the ecological 
issues of cross task validation, generalizability and real world versus 
theoretical research will be investigated.
Obviously in a developmental study change across age is expected. 
The importance of age in these experiements is that what occurs spon­
taneously in adults may be manipulated to accelerate performance in 
children. This alone is of significance because the non-application of 
strategies by younger age groups may explain performance decrements 
found in other research or in real world situations. This would be 
especially interesting if the strategy by age interaction is robust across 
all experiments using strategy and the lack of strategy is found for 
younger ages for the third experiment.
Preselected movements are of little practical interest unless the 
cause of the preselection effect can be generalized from laboratory tasks 
to facilitate real world performance. I f  selection of certain movement 
parameters makes learning easier or memory more accurate then the 
approach should be applied in many everyday situations. There is 
theoretical value and interest in understanding why preselection works.
Without some applicability there would be little if any real justi­
fication for research. At some point there should be a use for the
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information beyond the mere interest or controversy it  might peak. 
The interaction of strategy, preselection and age across tasks may move 
toward results with a sound theoretical framework and practical appli­
cation.
CHAPTER II
Experiment 1: Age differences in strategies for planning
recalling preselected and constrained movements
Introduction
This experiment investigates whether strategy influenced the 
preselection effect due to the use of "a plan to move" or "a plan to 
remember the movement.11 By using three age levels selected for critical 
times in memory development, differential planning in memory was 
evaluated.
Experiment 1 used a laboratory setting with an arm movement on a 
linear slide as the task allowing: careful control of all variables; the
measurement of the dependent variables AE CE, VE and |CE |, which 
have been related to certain functions in memory development; and the 
use of a typical paradigm for a preselected-constrained experiment.
For the first set of trials a significant preselection effect was ex­
pected (Figure 2). However, this should not have been present on 
the second set of trials because the subjects in the constrained condition 
have prior knowledge about the movement parameters, which should 
have allowed them to plan the movement as the preselected subjects did. 
The young children should not have benefited from preselection until 
they were forced to plan a movement apriori (as in the second 9 tria ls , 
Figure 3). There were execution errors predicted for all ages as indi­
cated by the error different between the proposed movement, i.e . , the 
criterion movement and the reproduced movement. When children were 
forced to use a strategy to select and/or recall a movement they should 
have performed signficantly better than when no strategy was forced. 
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Planning, as indicated by the increase of RT during probes, was 
predicted for adults on all probes in preselected conditions, for all 
recall interval probes and for all probes on the last 9 trials [constrained 
and preselected). The RTs of the older children should have been 
elevated for ail plan recall intervals, for some children under pre­
selected conditions in the firs t 9 trials and for the plan to move and 
recall probes (but not the proposed movement interval) on the last 9 
trials. The youngest children were predicted to have elevated RTs for 
the plan to recall probe of all tria ls , and the plan to move probes for 
the second 9 trials. The adults plan each phase when there is some­
thing to plan, the older children should plan to recall and some should 
plan to move under preselected conditions. When older children and 
adults know the parameters they should all plan to move under con­
strained conditions. The youngest children should only plan to recall, 
either the criteria or the proposed movement.
iVlethod
Subjects
This experiment had 40 female subjects at each of three age levels 
(total n=120): 6.5 to 7.5 years (m=84„3 mo, s=4.1), 10.5 to 11.5 years
(m=129.5 mo, s=4.3) and 18 to 22 years (m=246.5 mo, s=172). Within 
age level, subjects were randomly assigned to one of four treatment 
conditions: preselected, strategy (PS); preselected, no strategy (PN);
constrained, strategy (C S ); or constrained, no strategy (CN) (Table 
2). The ages were selected based upon the memory development
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Table 2. Number of Subjects for Experimental Groups
Preselected Constrained Total
AGE Strategy No Strategy Strategy No Strategy
Exp. 1
7 y r olds 10 10 10 10 40
11 yr olds 10 10 10 10 40
20 y r olds 10 10 10 10 40
Exp. 2
7 y r olds 10 10 10 10 40
11 yr olds 10 10 10 10 40
20 yr olds 10 10 10 10 40
Exp. 3
7 y r olds 10 10 20
11 yr olds 10 10 20
20 yr olds 10 10 20
Totals by Age
AGE Experiment
1 2 3 Total
7 yr olds 40 40 20 100
11 yr olds 40 40 20 100
20 yr olds 40 40 20 100
120 120 60 300
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literature which indicates the 7 year olds are at the beginning stages in 
the spontaenous use of strategies to plan and remember. The 11 year 
olds use a more mature strategy but those strategies do not mediate 
performance (production inefficiency) as well as for the adults. The 
adults are a constant comparison group reflecting mature use of strate­
gies and the effects of these strategies upon motor performance.
Appa ratus
The linear slide consists of two 99 cm case hardened steel rods 
mounted on a 122 cm steel base. The slide is 10 cm square which 
encases and moves along the steel rods on ball bearings (see Figure 4). 
Mounted on top of the slide is a steel handle 15 cm high. The movement 
of the slide can be terminated at 5 cm intervals by manual stops. A 
pointer is attached to the slide allowing the measurement of movements 
in .5 cm units.
An auditory reaction time apparatus is mounted beside the linear 
slide for the non-dominant hand. This apparatus emits an auditory 
stimulus with random foreperiods of 1-3 seconds. Reaction time (R T) is 
determined by pressing a button with the forefinger of the non­
dominant hand and is measured in msec by a msec timer.
Procedure
Within age level, subjects were randomly divided to preselected 
and constrained movements. A preselected movement was one in which 
the subject selected the end point while the end point was selected by 
the experimenter in a constrained movement.
Figure 4. Linear slide
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Both preselected and constrained conditions were randomly divided 
into a strategy and no strategy condition. The strategy group was 
taught the optimal way to select and/or remember a movement on the 
linear slide. When movements were within body space (shoulder to 
shoulder w id th ], subjects were taught to select and/or remember the 
end location in conjunction with a body p a rt, e .g . nose, left ea r, etc. 
I f  movements were outside body space (shorter or longer movements), 
strategies taught involved shoulder to upper arm angle, arm extension, 
etc.
All subjects were given 30 reaction time (R T) trials as a baseline 
RT measure (see Appendix C for description of probe RT technique). 
Based upon the shape of the performance curve, the firs t 8 and last 5 
RT trials were dropped. The RT for each subject was the mean of the 
remaining 17 tria ls .
Within each age by preselected-constrained by strategy-no strategy 
group, each subject was presented/selected 18 positions. The firs t 9 
positions were presented/selected as in Table 3. In each age by pre­
selected group (same procedure for strategy or no strategy) the subject 
was told that she had 3 seconds to select a movement end location, onset 
determined by a yellow warning light. Then 3 sec later a green light 
appeared indicating that the subject should make the selected movement 
(green light is on 5 sec). The subject then returned the handle to the 
start position. A red light appeared for 15 seconds indicating wait. 
The yellow light was then activated for a 3 second period when the 
subject was expected to plan to remember the movement. Then the 
green light came on indicating that the subject should reproduce the 
previously selected movement during a 5 sec interval. A th ird  light.
Table 3. Time Lines and Activity for Experiment 1
TRIAL X
3 sec 5 sec 15 sec 3 sec 5 sec
Preselected Planning
Movement



























red, {15 sec), indicated no activity occurring. During the 15 
sec interval when the red light was on, data were recorded and the 
subject was reminded to listen for RT buzzer and also what she will do 
next. Subjects rested their non-dominant hand on a RT button during  
the complete procedure. They were told that an auditory beep might 
occur any time the yellow light was on. The child was to press the RT 
button as quickly as she heard the beep. RT probes occurred at four 
randomly selected intervals out o f 9 possible trials during the plan to 
produce movement and the plan to reproduce movements. An estimate 
of cognitive planning during these two intervals was made by subtracting 
a subject's baseline RT from the RT during planning intervals.^
A second 9 positions were presented to each subject under the 
conditions depicted in Table 3. In the preselected condition a subject 
was told to mentally select an end location during the firs t 3 second 
interval (yellow light was on). Then she was asked to point to the end 
location when the green light appeared, then rest during the red light. 
She was asked to plan a movement to that end location during the 
second 3 second interval (yellow light) and move to the position when 
the green light appeared. Finally during the third set of intervals the 
subject remembered the location and then reproduced it  when the gree 
light appeared.
In the constrained condition, procedures were similar except no 
activ ity  occurred during the firs t 3 second in terval, the subject's hand
i f  baseline RT minus planning interval RT was a negative number, 
a time of 0 was substituted.
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was pointed to the experimenter selected end location, and a manual 
stop was placed at the end location during the criterion movement.
Probe RTs occurred at 4 randomly selected times for each of the 
three 3 sec intervals.
Measurements
All RTs were measured in msec. Differences between baseline and 
probe RTs were assumed to represent ongoing cognitive processing.
Movement error from presented/selected criterion movements were 
represented as absolute erro r (A E ), constant erro r (C E ), variable erro r  
(V E ), and absolute constant error ( |C E |) .  For the two sets of 9 
positions, 3 were short movements (3 to 30 cm). The error scores were 
averaged within the 3 positions at each movement length, thus producing 
one error score (AE, VE, CE, | C E |) for each movement length for the 
each of the two sets of trials.
Design and Analysis
The design for this study was 3 age levels by preselected- 
constrained by strategy-no strategy. In addition there were two levels 
(9 trials each) of trials nested within the three independent factors, 
resulting in a 3x2x2x3x2 design (age x preselected x strategy x move­
ment length x sets of tria ls ).
Four error scores were obtained for each of the three movement 
lengths. The statistical analysis was two MANOVAs (3x2x2x3). One 
MANOVA was for the firs t set of trials using AE, CE and | CE | and the 
other MANOVA was for the last set of 9 tria ls. Appropriate univariate 
ANOVA and Newman-Kuels follow-ups were conducted where alpha
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is .05. Two ANOVAs, one for each set of 9 tria ls , were done on VE, 
with Age, Strategy and Condition as factors (3x2x2).
In addition, a simple A NOVA with age and interference was done 
to compare the trials with probes to trials without probes. This measure 
was looking for the absence or presence of structural interference. A 
MANOVA using the mean RT for the five probe period was done with 
age, condition and strategy as factors (3x2x2). A 3x2x2 A NOVA was 
done on the difference between baseline RT and probe RT scores.
In the preselected condition for the second 9 positions a 3 (age) 
by 2 (strategy-no strategy) MANOVA was done using AE as the depen­
dent measure. This dependent measure represented the difference 
between where the subject pointed and where she selected the criterion  
end point and the difference between the selected criterion and the 
reproduction of the criterion movement.
Results and Discussion
Age
The MANOVA for the firs t set of 9 trials using j CE |, CE and VE 
as dependent measures was significant for age, _F (6, 212)=12.25, 
£  < .0 5 . The follow-up ANOVAs on the firs t 9 trials were significant 
for CE and AE, Fs (2,108)=18.90 (w2.0 8 ), 40.08 ( o j2=.1 5 ). The sep­
arate ANOVA for VE on the firs t 9 trials also had a significant < .05)
2
age effect, £(2,108)=40.19(w  = .29 ). Newman-Kuels tests indicated that 
the means (see Table A4) for CE and AE showed significant _(jo < .05) 
differences between the 7 year olds and the two older groups (11 and 
20 year olds) but not between the two older groups. For VE all three 
age groups differed significantly from each other.
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The MANOVA for the second set of 9 trials had a significant age 
effect for the linear composite of | C E |, CE and AE, ^ {6 ,212)=15 .25, 
£  < .05. The follow-up ANOVAs on [CE |, CE and AE were all signifi­
cant for age, £s(2,108) =31. 46( oj2=. 17), 4 .65C w=. 03), 51. 72(a)2-. 25), as 
was the separate ANOVA calculated for VE, _F(2,108) =56.67[o 2=. 39).
There were no significant differences among the age groups for CE but
2
given the small F and oj and the nature of CE as a measure, this is of 
little concern. The Newman-Kuels tests for |C E |, AE and VE were 
identical to those for the firs t 9 tria ls , i .e . the 7 year olds were d iffer­
ent from the 11 and 20 year olds (see Table A6) for |CE| and AE and 
all 3 age groups were different for VE.
These results are anticipated in developmental studies. Children
become more accurate ( |C E |, AE) and less variable (VE) as they get
2
older. The age effect accounts for 8-39% of the variance (w ) in per­
formance change for this task.
Strategy
For the firs t set of 9 trials the MANOVA on |CE|, CE and AE was 
significant for the strategy effect, £ (3 ,106)=15.55, £  < .05 . Follow-up 
ANOVAs on jCE| and AE were significant for strategy, Fs(1,1G8)=36.64 
(cj2= .08), 51. 84(oj2=* 10). The separate ANOVA for VE was also signifi­
cant, F(1 ,1 08)=50. 90((jj2=. 18). The strategy groups were more accurate 
(| CE| , AE, for means see Table A5) and less variable (V E , for means 
see Table A7).
Results from the second 9 trials were very similar — the MANOVA 
was significant for strategy, £ ( 3 , 106)=10.76, as were the follow-up 
ANOVAs for |CE |, CE and AE, Fs(1, 108)=21. 97(U)2=. 06), 5. 05 (w2=. 01),
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31.96C to =. 08). The separate ANOVA for VE was also significant, 
£(1 ,108)=30.76( io2=. 10). The strategy group was more accurate ( jCE |, 
CE, AE, for means see Table A5) and less variable (VE , for means see 
Table A7).
These results confirm that the strategy o f using a body part, e .g . 
line the handle of the slide up with your nose, improves the accuracy 
and reduces the variability in recalling a location. However, the age x 
strategy interaction reported next and the age x strategy x length 
interaction reported iater allow a better interpretation of this finding. 
Age x Strategy Interaction
The age x strategy interaction was significant in the MANOVA for
the firs t 9 tria ls, F( 6,212)=4.88, p < .05 and for the follow-up ANOVAs
on | CE |, CE and AE, Fs(2,108)=4. 41 (w2=. 01), 12.51(w2=. 05), 4.18
(w2= .01). The separate ANOVA for VE was also significant, F(2,108) =
2
4 .1 6 (aj =. 02). Figure 5 graphically displays the interactions for | CE |,
CE, and AE while Figure 6 shows the interaction for VE.
2
Newman-Kuels tests were done on all interactions except CE. For 
|CE |, the 7 year old no strategy group differed from all other groups 
except the 11 year old no strategy group. No other groups were
significantly different. Results for AE were nearly identical, the 7 
year old no strategy group differed from all other groups except the 11 
year old no strategy and 7 year old strategy groups. VE is also similar 
with the 7 year old no strategy group differing from all others, the 7 
year old strategy and 11 year old no strategy differing from all others 
but not each other, and no differences among the two adult groups and 
the 11 year old strategy group.
2
CE is a d ifficult measure to interpret and is probably best used 
as a visual explanation of individual or group biasing.
Figure 5. Age x strategy interaction for
|CE[, CE and AE on trials 1 - 9
and 10 - 18.
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Figure 6. Age x strategy interaction for
VE trials 1 - 9  and 10 - 18.
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For the second 9 trials the MANOVA on jC E j, CE and AE was 
significant, F (6 ,212)=3.01, p < .05. The follow-up ANOVAs were sig­
nificant for |C E | and AE, Fs(2,108)=6.32(a)2= .04 ), 4. 99fco 2=. 02). The
2
separate ANOVA for VE was also significant, F (2 ,108)=3 .16(w =. 02).
The plots of these interactions (Figure 5 for |CE| and AE, Figure 6 
for VE) and the Newman-Kuels tests show very similar results to the 
firs t 9 tria ls . For AE the 7 year old no strategy group differs from all 
others which do not d iffer from each other. For VE, the 7 year old no 
strategy group is d ifferent from all others, the 7 year old strategy and 
11 year old no strategy are not different but d iffer from all other 
groups, and the 11 year old strategy and both adult groups do not 
differ from each other.
This pattern of results probably indicates that using body parts or 
the arm angle during the movement to aid later recall is not a very  
precise strategy. Thus it only helps those children, 7 year olds, who 
have little knowledge of how to plan to movement recall.
During the firs t 9 tria ls , the strategy was useful for the youngest 
children representing the presence or absence of a plan ( |C E |)  for 
recalling the movement. During the last 9 trials the strategy was not 
useful, probably because of the additional practice of pointing to the 
location of the upcoming movement. However, the strength of the 
memory trace (VE) was improved during both sets of trials for the 
children who used a strategy. This would appear to be the narrowing 
of the band-width of the movement by using a body part to aid recall.
The data from questioning the no strategy group at each age 
clearly support these results. No 7 year old reported using a strategy 
even when questioned in some detail concerning how they remembered.
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For 11 year olds, 35% said they used either counting [1st choice), angte 
of the arm or body part. All adults used a strategy, 50% used arm 
angle and 50% used a body part.
Preselected vs. Constrained Movements
The MANOVA using [CE |, CE and AE for the firs t 9 trials was 
significant, £ (3 ,106 )= 7 .31 , £  < .0 5 , as were the follow-up ANOVAs 
for [CEjand AE, Fs(1,1 08)=6.31 (to2=.01) , 17.36(to2= .03 ). The separate 
ANOVA for VE was also significant, F(1,108)=13.74(w2= .0 5 ). The 
findings were consistent across ail three measures indicating the pre­
selected movements were more accurate ( |C E |, AE) and less variable 
(VE) than constrained movement. This findings is consistent with 
previous research in this area. The differences are small (for |CE| 
less than 1 cm and 1.3 cm for VE) and account for a rather small 
percent of the variance (5% or less). However, the effect is not present 
for |C E j, CE and AE during the second 9 tria ls , _F(3,106)=1 .06, £  > .05. 
The difference between the first and second set of trials was the fact 
that the subject pointed to the target prior to movement. This pointing 
eliminated the advantage of preselection (just as it eliminated the advan­
tage of strategy, reported previously) but pointing did increase varia-
2
bility (VE) during preselected movements, JF(1,108} =6.14Cco = .02 ), when 
compared to constrained. Again, these differences were small, less 
than 1 cm and accounted for little variance (2%).
Age x Condition Interaction
This effect was present in only the first 9 trials in the MANOVA, 
FT6,212)=2.31, £  < 0 .5 , and only in CE of the j C E |, CE, AE linear
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composite, F(2,108}=5.24(w = .02). Figure 7 depicts this interaction but 
no Newman-Keuls follow-ups were done because of the nature of CE 
(previously mentioned). A visual inspection suggests that preselection 
and constrained treatments differed very little across age except for the 
youngest children where the constrained condition increases error.
The age x condition interaction was also present in VE for the 
second set of 9 tria ls , F(2,108)=6. 39(co^=. 04). Figure 8 is a plot of this 
interaction and the Newman-Keuls test indicated that none of the four 
older groups differed but the two younger groups differed from each 
other and the four older groups. Constrained movements resulted in 
less variability of recall than preselected movements.
Strategy x Condition Interaction
This effect is significant for VE on the first 9 tria ls , F(1,108)=  
2
5.35(w =*02), p < .05. The data are presented in Figure 9 and the 
follow-up Newman-Keuls test indicated that the preselected and con­
strained groups under the no strategy condition differed from each 
other and both the strategy groups (which were not d iffe ren t). Thus 
preselection reduces variability in performance only when no strategy is 
taught. Strategy use results in less variable performance and no
preselected-constrained differences.
Length of Movements
Movements were made in three ranges: short, medium and long.
The analysis of this effect and ail interactions with length are only of 
minor interest, and account for relatively a small percent of the total 
variance. For this reason, these effects are briefly discussed and
Figure 7. Age x condition interaction







Figure 8. Age x condition interaction 
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visually presented. No Newman-Keuls follow-ups were done.
The MANOVA was significant for length on the firs t 9 trials, 
F(6,420)=7.08, £  < .0 5 , but only CE was significant in the foltow-up 
ANOVA, F(2,108)=16. 3 9 ( ( j j2 = . 06). Table A15 contains these means which 
display the typical range effect of a slight overshooting of short move­
ments (1.10) and a slight undershooting of long movements (-1 .5 5 ).
There was an age x strategy x length interaction in the MANOVA 
for (CE|, CE and AE, F(12,555)=2. 05, £  < . 05. But this effect was 
only present in the follow-up ANOVAs for [ CE j , F (4 ,108) =3. 07(qj2=. 02). 
Figure 10 is a plot of this interaction which appears to be caused by 
the fact that strategy reduces the varying effects of length of move­
ment for the children. Neither length nor age appear to be factors 
when a strategy is used. However, both appear to be important for 
children under the no strategy condition.
For the second 9 trials length of movement is significant in the 
MANOVA, F (6,420) =4.34 and in the follow-up ANOVAs for [CE| and CE, 
F(2 ,108)=3.1 1 (d )2 = .  01), 4 . 57( ( i? = . 01). These are very small effects. For 
CE positive biasing is reduced with each longer movement (short= 1.43, 
medium=0.49, !ong=0.07). For jC E [, short (4.19) and long (3 .63) 
movements have greater error than medium length movements (2 .35 ).
A strategy x length interaction is present in the second 9 trials in 
the MANOVA, _F(6,420}=3.67 but only present for |CE[ in the follow-up 
ANOVAs, F(2,108)=6. 56(co2=. 02). Figure 11 is a plot of this interaction 
and suggests that the no strategy conditions results in much poorer 
recall accuracy for short movements than all other conditions although 
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The age x strategy x length effect is also present in the MANOVA 
on the second set of 9 tria ls , £ (1 2,555)=1 .82. Follow-up ANOVAs place 
this effect only in |CE|, _F(4,108)=3.61 (w^ ,02). This interaction is in 
Figure 10 and appears similar to the effect on the firs t 9 trials except 
the disproportionate effects of no strategy on the length of movement is 
confined to the youngest children. This is likely the results of the 
increased amount of practice associated with pointing at the target prior 
to the movement.
Probe Trials
This ANOVA comparing AE for probed (m=3.56) and non-probed 
m=3.47) trials was not significant, F(1 ,837)=.14, jo >  .05. Where erro r  
on trials for the primary task including the secondary task is not 
different from trials with only the primary task, structural interference 
is ruled out. The data support the premise that the linear positioning 
task was primary and the probe RT secondary. The age effect was 
significant, £ { 2 ,1 17)=75.39, £  < .05. The presence of the expected
linear age effect supports the validity of the data. In addition baseline
RT decreases with increased age: 7 year old mean=513 msec (s=75), 11
year old mean=376 msec (s=65), and 20 year old mean=329 msec (s=44).
This RT was inflated over those typically reported because they 
are not in the typical RT paradigm but are made under probe RT
conditions which are less predictable.
Proble trials and condition effect. For the preselection-constrained 
effect |CE| was significant in trials 1-9 with preselected exhibiting
superior recall to constrained. If  this as due to planning of the move­
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ment, the probe prior to the criteria movement in trials 7-9 for pre­
selected subjects should be significantly higher than constrained. For 
that first probe, condition was significant, F(1,588)=49.25, jo < .05.
The preselected probe was greater than the constrained probe reaction
2
time (Table A16). This accounted for .06 of the variance (w ) .  The 
probe means reported were the differences between the subject's RT  
mean and the mean for each probe time.
The 7 year olds were not expected to spontaneously plan in the 
preselected condition. However, when forced to use a strategy, plan­
ning would be expected. Therefore the trip le interaction of age x 
strategy x condition was of interest for the probes where planning was 
thought to enhance performance. The three probe times during trials  
10-18 were significant for the triple interaction, F;(2,588)=6.08, 3.88, 
12.31, £  < .05. Figure 12 shows the 7 year olds in both conditions and 
strategies producing similar probe times. Clearly these are greater 
than other age groups even though corrected with the younger group's 
slower RT. The 7 year strategy preselected group was slower to react 
during the time they were planning to point. Clearly something is 
going on with this group. Conversely when the preselecting 7 year 
olds are not given a strategy the probes are similar to adult probes. 
Apparently the young group is not taking advantage of preselection. 
The error in recall supports the premise that the young children do not 
plan unless forced to do so.
Probe times taken where subjects were planning to produce a 
movement which aided at the location to which they pointed (or were 
pointed) show the linear age trend. Obviously producing a specific 
movement is more capacity demanding as age increases. For young
Figure 12. Age x strategy x condition 
interaction for probe RTS.












children with no strategy producing an end location selected by someone 
else demands a great deal of attention (with little success according to 
error date reported previously).
The four types of data (movement accuracy, movement variab ility , 
probe times and questioning the subjects) for this experiment all support 
similar findings. First, young children don't plan for movement recall 
unless forced to do so. But they can recall more accurately and with 
less variability when forced to plan. Second, preselected movements 
are recalled with more accuracy and less variability than constrained 
movements. Probe times are elevated above baseline for both types of 
movements but the probe times for preselected movements are signifi­
cantly higher than constrained movement probe times. Thus while both 
types of movements are demanding attention just prior to performance, 
greater cognitive activity (planning) is occurring for the subjects who 
must preselect the movement location. However, these results do not 
interact with age, i .e . younger children, older children, and adults all 
appear to be planning under preselected conditions. The plans just 
demand more attention (increased probe R T) ,  are less accurate ( |CE j )  
and are more variable (VE) for the younger children. T h ird , the 
linear slide does not offer the opportunity to judge much about the 
quality of plans for movement reproduction. This fact is reflected by 
the very small differences due to strategy for remembering the move­
ment. This difference is readily explained in the age x strategy in ter­
action. This interaction reflects the absence of spontaneous planning in 
young children.
In the next Experiment, I have selected a task (recall of distance 
jogged) which allows a more precise evaluation of the quality of the
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strategy as reflected in accuracy and variability o f performance. Thus 
more than just the presence or absence of strategy use can be deter­
mined.
CHAPTER II I
Experiment 2: Age differences in strategies for planning and
recalling preselected and constrained distances jogged
Introduction
This experiment was an applied field test of the factors from 
Experiment 1. Age levels were the same as in Experiment 1, being 
selected because of previous evidence from the memory development 
literature [both verbal and motor).
The motor performance in Experiment 2 was more similar to real 
world (more ecologically valid) situations in that remembering the 
distance jogged was the task. However by requiring the subjects to 
jog in a straight line, the same dependent measures, AE, VE, CE, |C E |, 
used in Experiment 1 can be used in this experiment.
Within each of the three age levels (7 years, 11 years and adults) 
two factors were evaluated:
1. preselected versus constrained movements—the distance to be 
jogged was either selected by the subject (preselected) or 
by the experimenter (constrained);
2. strategy versus no strategy -  the strategy group was forced 
to use a step counting strategy while the no strategy group 
choose their own way of remembering the distance.
Basic predictions d iffe r somewhat from a typical preselected- 
constrained study in a laboratory setting. Usually selecting the termi­
nation point of a movement (whether remembering distance or location) 
requires some approximating, e .g . ,  visualization of a point in space.
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Since jogging was the task for this experiment, the means of preselect­
ing movement distance was more exact, counting the number of steps. 
This was the technique taught to the strategy group. This 
confounding lead to the predictions in Figure 13. Young children will 
not spontaneously use the strategy, therefore the preselection effect 
will not be present. The only reliable differences will result from their 
being taught the strategy. Because the strategy is rather exact and 
adults will use it spontaneously the four adult groups will not d iffer 
from each other. The interaction occurs because some 11 year olds will 
spontaneously use the strategy in the preselected condition but not in 




For this experiment 40 female children from a local school system 
were selected at 7(m=6. 96 y rs , s=. 32) and 11 years (m=11.Q7, s=. 34) of 
age and 40 adults (m=20.24, s=1.26) from Louisiana State University 
(Table 3). Within age subjects were randomly assigned to one of four 
conditions: Preselected strategy (PS), preselected no strategy (P N ), 
constrained strategy (C S ), and constrained no strategy (C N ).
Task
The subjects jogged a distance (short, medium or long), either 
selected by the experimenter (constrained) or selected by the subject 
(preselected). Two factors were important for this jog. F irst, that 
subjects jogged a straight line and second, that no location cues were 
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Figure 13. Predicted outcome for age x 
strategy x condition interaction.
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Figure 14. Layout of jogging






Subjects began at the start for the 50 yard run labelled A in 
Figure 14. They ran a specific distance either selected by the experi­
menter or subject and then walked to the start of run 1 and reproduced 
the selected distance. This procedure was repeated at run A except a 
different distance was used for trial 2 and reproduced on run 2. 
Trial 3 was produced at run A but reproduced at run 3. This order 
was followed for 9 trials for each subject always producing the distance 
at run A but reproducing 3 trials at each of run 1, 2 and 3. The 
range allowed for short runs was 9.15 -  20.13m, medium length runs 
were 20.44-31.11m, and long runs were 31.42-47.75m. Subjects ran 
3 times within each range. For the short run the mean of the distances 
selected was 15.33m with a standard deviation of 1.41, medium run was 
25.43m (£=1.55), and long run was 38. 20m (s=2.78).
Procedures
Subjects were brought to the field area diagrammed as in Figure 14. 
There were four groups at each age level and children were given the 
following sets of instructions depending upon the assigned treatment 
combination.
Preselected—We are going to play a game in which you are the leader. 
You jog down this string (run A) until you decide to stop, then we will 
go to another string (run  1) and you will try  to jog the exact same 
distance. You must run out a little  way before you stop and you 
cannot run all the way to the end of the string.
Constrained—We are going to play a game in which we run along this 
string (run  A) until I say stop. Then we will go over to another 
string (run 1) and you will show me how far we ran. Remainder of 
instructions are the same as preselected.
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Strategy— Can you think of a way to remember exactly how far you 
run? Good -  i f  counting steps -  i f  not counting steps, then suggest 
that strategy. I f  you count your steps on this string (run  A) as you 
run and then run the same number of steps on the other string (run 1 ), 
the distance should match, right? You must be very careful to take 
the same number and size of steps each time. When you stop on the 
string , tell me how many steps you took. Then before you start over 
there (run 1) tell me how many steps you are going to take.
No Strategy— Nothing is said to the subject about step counting.
The strategy, no-strategy conditions were combined with the 
preselected, constrained conditions to produce four treatment combina­
tions. Subjects received 9 trials and the experimenter encouraged the 
subject to select 3 short, 3 medium and 3 long movements without 
giving instruction which could be used as a type of strategy. These 
distance were to evaluate the range effect.
Design and Analysis
This experiment was an age (3 levels) x preselected-constrained (2 
levels) x stragety-no strategy (2 levels) x movement length (3 trials 
blocked in each of 3 lengths) design. Dependent measures were |C E |, 
CE and AE for this design which was analyzed with a 3x2x2x3 MANOVA 
with repeated measures on the last factor. Follow-up ANOVAs using 
the same design were used where MANOVA effects were significant. 
Newman-Keuls tests^ were used to follow-up significant A NOVA effects
1
Newman-Keuls tests were done on original data which were error 
in feet. Means and standard deviations in the chapter are reported in 
meters.
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except for factors which interacted with length. A visual interpretation  
was given to significant movement length interactions as these effects 
were generally small and of minor importance to the interpretation of 
the experiment.
VE was handled independently o f the other dependent measures as 
a VE score is not very meaningful unless it is based upon the average 
of several CE scores. Thus the 9 trials (3 trials for each of the 3 
movement lengths) were used to create a VE score and a 3x2x2 AN OVA 
with Newman-Keuls follow-ups where appropriate was used as the analy­
sis.




The MANOVA using CE, AE and |CE| as dependent variable was
significant for the age effect, F (6,212)=! 3.38, p < .0 5 . Follow-up
ANOVAs were significant (p<  .05) for |CE |, CE and AE, Fs (2,108) =
34. 83 ( oj2=.14), 15.18 ( u)2=. 06) and 43. 36 (w2=. 18) respectively. A
separate ANOVA for VE had significant age effect, F (2,108) =40.70 
2
(w =• 31). Newman-Keuls follow-ups indicated that each older group was 
significantly more accurate ( |CEJ, CE, AE) and less variable (VE) than 
the younger group(s). The single exception to the finding was that 
for CE, the two older groups (11 and 20 years) were different from the 
7 year olds but not each other. The means for age main effects of all 
variables are in Appendix B, Table 1.
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The age effects are expected and predictable in a developmental 
study. In fact the data would be suspect if these differences were not 
present. Age effects account for 14-31% (w2 ) of the variance in AE,
VE, and jCE j . The percent variance accounted for is much lower for 
CE (6%) but CE is probably questionable as a variable for statistical 
analysis. I've used it here because of its traditional use when data of 
this type are reported. The most logical use for CE is to represent the 
direction of biasing for an individual or groups across several trials.
Strategy
A significant F (3 ,1 06)=24.72, p < .05 , for the MANOVA effect of
strategy was found on the linear composite of CE, AE, and | CE j .
Follow-up ANOVAs showed the step-counting strategy group was always
better (£  <,05) at estimating distance than the no strategy group
for |CE j, CE, and AE, Fs (1 ,1 08)=53.98 (uj2= .1 1 ), 17.03 ((o2= .03 ),
2
68.01 (uj = .14 ). Basically, subjects using a step-counting strategy were 
two to three times as accurate as subjects in the no strategy condition: | C E |, 
strategy=1.60m, no strategy=4.54m; CE strategy=0.64m, no strategy=  
2.59m; AE strategy=1.96m, no strategy =4.54m.
A separate ANOVA for VE followed the same pattern with the 
strategy group (mean=1.77) significantly (£ < .0 5 }  less variable in 
performance than the no strategy group (mean=3.69), F (1 ,108)=53.77 
U 2=.23).
While this treatment effect is of interest, the significant age x 
strategy interaction reported next clearly explains the differential 
effects of induced versus spontaneous strategy use at the three age 
levels.
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Age x Strategy Interaction
The MANOVA interaction was significant using |C E |, CE, and AE,
F (6,212)=*1.70, ^ < .0 5 ,  as were the follow-up ANOVAs: [ CE |, F (2,108) 
= 1 1 .7 5 ,u?=.04; CE, F (2 ,1 08)=3.42,w2= .01; and AE, F (2,1 081=1 3.23, 
uj = .05. Figure 15 is a visual display of these three interactions. The 
interaction effect for accuracy of movement reproduction is consistant in 
all three measures, |C E |, CE, and AE. Newman-Keuls tests indicate 
that the adult-strategy, aduit-no strategy, 11 year old strategy and 
7-year old strategy groups are not different from each other. The 
single exception is for AE between the adult strategy and 7-year old 
strategy groups which are significantly d ifferent. The 11-and 7-year 
old no strategy groups are always d ifferent from each other and from 
all other groups with one exception— for CE the 7-year old strategy and 
11-year old no strategy groups do not d iffer significantly.
A separate ANOVA for VE had a significant F (2,108)=6.79 (o)Z= .09 ), 
£ < .0 5 . This effect is represented by Figure 16, and a Newman-Keuls 
test indicated very simitar results for variability of performance (VE) 
when compared to the previously presented accuracy effects ( |CE |, 
CE , A E). The adult s trategy, adult no-strategy and 11-year old 
strategy groups did not d iffe r significantly from each other but differed  
from all other groups with one exception— the 11-and 7-year old strategy  
groups were not d ifferent. All other groups were different except the 
7-year old strategy and 11-year old no strategy groups.
The linear increase in accuracy and reduced variability associated 
with age in the no strategy condition reflects a reliable increase in 
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Figure 15. Age x strategy interaction for 
[CE|, CE and AE in meters.
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likely to use a counting strategy to recall the distance jogged. This 
effect is substantiated by increased accuracy and reduced variability as 
well as data obtained from questioning the subjects after performance in 
the no strategy condition. When asked what they did to remember the 
distance jogged for later reproduction, no 7-year old (out of 20 child­
ren) gave a strategic response. Typical answers were "I thought about 
it ,"  "just remembered," "used my brain ," etc. For 11-year olds, 6 of 
20 (30%) used a counting strategy to recall the distance jogged and 100% 
of the adults (20 of 20) used a counting strategy. Yet the induced 
strategy groups' performance clearly indicates that the younger children 
can use the strategy and it  does reliably increase performance when 
they do (no differences among strategy groups regardless of age).
|CE | should represent the quality o f the movement reproduction 
plan in memory. Obviously when no strategy is induced, 7-year olds 
don't have a plan to reproduce but by 11 years some children do and 
some don't. All adults had a plan. When children were induced to use 
a mature strategy for reproduction, counting steps on the original 
movement, in order to recall distance jogged, there were no significant 
differences among the three age groups for jCE |, i .e . the quality of 
the reproduction plan was similar. However, the youngest children did 
not apply the plan in as consistently a way from tria l to trial as the 
older children and adults— 7-year olds were significantly more variable 
(VE) than 11-year olds and adults. This finding suggests that the 
memory trace is not as strong. From observing the children, two 
performance qualities reflected the variability of the memory trace. 
First, the 7-year olds frequently had trouble counting correctly (see 
Table 4 ). They knew they needed to count to remember but frequently
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counted wrong. But the 11-year olds had no problem counting. 
Second, both 7-and 11-year olds had more variability in keeping a con­
stant step size than did the adults. These two factors are more likely  
to be represented in VE since the sign on | CEj is not dropped until 
trials are averaged. Either poor counting or unequal step size is likely 
to result in both long and short estimates over several trials; thus 
these errors would not be reflected in |C E j.
Age x Condition
The application of MANOVA to the three dependent measures
of |CE|, CE and AE results in a non-significant interaction for age x
preselected-constrained movement, F (6,212)=1.76, p < .1 0 . But the
follow-up ANOVAs all showed this interaction significant for |C E |, CE
and AE, Fs (2,108)=3.87 (w2=. 01), 3.20 (w2=. 01), 3.38 (to2= .01). The
2
lack of a significant F in MANOVA and the small ANOVA Fs and w 
make the results a little hazardous to interpret, thus no Newman-Keuls 
test was done; however the results are plotted in Figure 17. An in­
spection of this data suggests that preselected movements are repro­
duced more accurately for younger children (7 years) but whether the 
distance to be jogged was selected by the subject or experimenter made 
no difference for older children and adults. This notion supports the 
idea that if the subject has available (and knows how to use) a better 
strategy (counting steps), they will do so. When the counting steps 
strategy is not available (not spontaneously used by 7-year olds), these 
children are more likely to select a meaningful distance to jog to aid 
reproduction of the movement.
Figure 17. Age x condition interaction for ICEI, CE, AE,








Length of the Jog
In order to evaluate if the length of the distance to be remembered 
was important, this factor (3 lengths) was included in the MANOVA and
follow-ups for |CE |, CE and AE. It was not included for VE for the
reasons cited in the "Design and Analysis" section presented earlier.
The length effect (and other factors which interact with it) is not 
the major focus of this experiment. Thus no great amount of space will 
be devoted to it. Results were generally consistent across the three 
dependent measures. This section will report the effects for all meas­
ures but I will only discuss |CE|plus any discrepant findings for CE or 
AE. However, the complete data are in Appendix B . In addition,
since only the trends of the other factors across length are of interest, 
no Newman-Keuls follow-ups were done for the interactions. These
interactions are only plotted and discussed.
The MANOVA on |C E [, CE and AE for the main effect of length 
was significant, F=(6,428)=16.71, p< . 05. Follow-up ANOVAs indicated 
significant effects for |C E |, CE and AE, Fs(2,216)=23. 23 (n?=. 05), 
50.40 ( uj2=, 12), 20.94 (tu2= .04 ). The effects were similar for all three 
dependent measures indicating the longer the distance to be recalled, 
the greater the recall e rro r. For | C E |, each longer length was signi­
ficantly different from each shorter length (mean errors from short to 
long jogs were 1.90m, 2.89m 4.42m). The traditional range effect noted 
on the linear slide (for CE) frequently used in laboratory tasks was not 
present. Shorter distances were slightly under estimated (mean=-0.70m) 
while distances were increasing over estimated for the medium 
(mean=1.97m) and long (mean=3.58m) jogs.
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The age x length interaction was significant, F (12 ,566)=6 .86,
p c .0 5 ,  in the MANOVA and the follow-up ANOVAs were significant
(jD c. 05) for | C E |, CE and AE, Fs (4 ,216)=7.93 (to2= .0 3 ), 20. 18 (w2- .0 9 ) ,  
2
7.91 (w = .03). The CE interaction is typical of this effect (see
Figure 18) and shows that the longer the distance to be reproduced, 
the poorer the younger children performed. In fact, distance to be 
recalled appeared to make no difference at all to adults. This effect 
along with the strategy x length interaction presented next are more 
clearly depicted in the age x strategy length triple interaction dis­
cussed later.
The MANOVA for strategy x length was significant for the three 
measures ( |C E |, CE, A E), F (6 ,428)=9.32, p < .0 5 . The follow-up 
ANOVAs were also significant for [ C E|, CE, AE, Fs(2,216)=9.28 ( cj2= .02 ), 
28.77 ( to2 = .07), 5.94 (uj2=01). Figure 19 shows this interaction for j CE| 
which was typical of both other measures. Subjects using the counting 
strategy had relatively small increases in error as distance increased. 
However, the no-strategy condition increased rapidly in amount of error 
with longer distances to reproduced. As with age x length effect, the 
strategy x length effect is best explained in the age x strategy length 
triple interaction discussed next.
The triple interaction of age x strategy length was significant in 
the MANOVA, F (12,566)=4.21 , p < .0 5  and the follow-up ANOVAs were 
significant ^ p c .0 5 ) for all three measures C [C E[, CE, AE) F (4,216)=  
4.70 (oj2=. 02), 10.32 [ d = .  04), 3.94 (qj2=. 01). This effect is presented 
visually in Figure 20. Length was of little consequence for adults or 
for 7 and 11 year olds in the induced strategy groups. However longer 
movements were increasingly d ifficult to reproduce under no strategy
Figure 18. Age x length interaction |CEj and AE.
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Figure 19. Strategy x length interaction for |CE|
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Figure 20. Age x strategy x length interaction for |CE|.
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conditions with each younger age group. This reflects the fact that 
perceptual judgements become more difficult when estimating longer 
movement if a strategy is not spontaneously used by the child. The 
younger the child the more the erro r of judgement is amplified.
In summary, spontaneous rehearsal increases over age but can be 
induced in younger children when not spontaneously used. By induc­
ing the use of a step-counting strategy, performance accuracy of child­
ren as young as 7 years was similar to adults for reproducing distances 
jogged. However, the 7 year old children were more variable than the 
11 year olds and adults because of inefficient counting and inconsistent 
step size.
There was no age x strategy x preselection interaction as pre­
dicted. But a reliable though small interaction did occur between age 
and preselection. This effect appeared in the younger children where 
the counting strategy was not used spontaneously. In this instance 
being able to choose a meaningful distance to jog produced more accu­
rate recall.
From this experiment it seems apparent that preselection is of no 
benefit when a good strategy for recalling the movement distance is 
available and used by the subjects. Clearly a good mature strategy can 
be effectively used by both 7 and 11 year old children to facilitate 
recall for distance; however, no 7 year olds and only about one-third  
of the 11-year olds use the strategy spontaneously.
C HA PTER IV
Experiment 3: Age differences in throwing where targets are pre­
selected or constrained.
Introduction
This experiment further tested several factors from Experiment 1 
using an ecologically valid task, throwing for accuracy. The same age 
levels were selected because of their importance in the memory develop­
ment literature.
The effects of preselected and constrained movement in a velocity- 
accuracy task with minimal strategic possibilities were used to view the  
interaction of a plan to move with a plan to remember a movement. The 
task was an overarm throw to a target on the ground. Preselection 
allowed subjects to choose targets and movements which are easily 
replicated on the basis of internal characteristics. Constrained move­
ments had potential for replication plans, but these plans were clearly 
less individualized since certain parameters are determined for the 
subject. Experiment 1 looked at whether preselected movements were 
more accurately reproduced because the individual sets the parameters 
{typical preselection paradigm trials 1-9) or because the subject pro­
duced a plan to move and a plan to remember, both of which worked 
well together (trials 10-18). An effective strategy was available for 
Experiment 1 -  to encode end location by using body parts or joint 
angles. Experiment 2 used a task, encoding of distance, in which a 
strategy was also readily applicable, that is counting. The throwing 
task selected for Experiment 3 was clearly and purposefully less strate­
gic. Subjects were forced to select movements which were easily repro­
duced on the basis of the plans to move and reproduce, not on the 
basis of an end point or the use of an exact strategy.
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The young children were not expected to select movements based 
on the ease of replication, so preselection should not benefit the young 
subjects. Older children should make a plan, but the plan will be less 
effective than adults, therefore preselection could have helped but per­
formance would not be as good as adults. The adults would have 
maximized the use of plans and preselection would have been of signifi­
cant benefit to their performance (Figure 21).
Specific predictions for Experiment 3 (Figures 21 and 22) are:
(Trials 1-9)
1. Preselection will:
a. not help the 7 year olds;
b. help the 11 year olds, but because of less experience they 
will perform with more error than the adults;
c. facilitate the adults' performance.
2. a. Probe RTs will be greater than baseline for adults and 11
year olds, but not for 7 year olds. This is because the two 
older groups will be using some additional capacity for the 
primary task, even when not planning.
b. Probe RTs for the older children will be greater in ascending
order for plan to move-constrained, plan to move preselected, 
then plan to replicate-preselected and constrained. The 11 
year olds will plan to remember under both conditions (as will 
adults), but they will devote less capacity to planning to 
move. Adults will allocate as much attention to selecting as 
remembering.
Figure 21. Predicted outcomes Experiment 3 
for preselected/constrained 
condition.






Figure 22. Predicted age x condition interaction for probe RT.
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1. No preselected-constrained differences are expected at any age. 
When the target is selected cognitively and the movement must 
match, the advantage of preselection will diminish.
Method
Subjects
For this experiment 20 female subjects were selected at each age
level, 7 (m=84,5 mo, s=3.9) and 11 {m=132.2 mo, s=3.5) years and 20
(m=242.5 mo, s=15.8) adults (freshmen and sophomores 18-22 years old) 
from Louisiana State University. Within age subjects were randomly 
assigned to either a constrained or preselected condition.
Task
An overhand throw to a specified target was the task in this ex­
periment. The implement thrown was a bean bag, 10.2cm x 10.2 cm 
and weighing 226,8 grams. The subject stood behind a restraining line 
4.57m from the target area which was 9.14m wide and 15.2m long (Figure  
23). The target was a bean bag placed within the target area.
The same probe RT apparatus as described in Experiment 1 was
used under the same conditions except the lights were mounted at the
beginning of the target area. The lights were located in the center at 
45.7cm from the ground. The sequence and intervals were as in Experi­
ment 1 -  the yellow light signified for subjects to plan the movement, 
the green light to make the movement, and the red light to rest. The  
RT button was held in the non-dominant hand with the forefinger 
resting on the button.







All subjects received 30 baseline RT trials, and two sets of 9 
throwing trials. Subjects used an overhand throwing motion. Each
subject was escorted to the testing area, familiarized with all proced­
ures, and then tested under one of the following conditions.
Preselected. For the firs t 9 tria ls , subjects planned where to 
throw the bean bag during the 3 sec yellow light, threw during the 5 
sec green light, and rested during the 15 sec red light. The sequence 
of lights was rerun during which the subject planned to replicate the 
throw during the yellow light, threw during the green light, and rested 
during the red light. Probe RTs occurred during 4 randomly selected 
trials for both planning the movement and planning to replicate the 
movement. During the second 9 tria ls , subjects walked into the target 
area, placed the bean bag and went back to the throwing line. On the 
yellow light they planned the throw to the target, made the throw on 
the green ligh t, and rested during the red light. Probe RTs occurred 
during 4 randomly selected trials of the plan to throw.
Constrained. This condition was identical to the preselected 
except the experimenter selected the target for the subjects. In actual­
ity , this selection occurred by yoking, within age, each constrained 
subject to a preselected subject.
General Considerations. During the firs t 9 tria ls , subjects made 2 
throws. For subjects in the preselection condition, they selected a 
target by throwing the bean bag anywhere in the designated area. 
Then they tried to replicate that throw, i.e . the firs t bean bag became 
the target. For subjects in the constrained condition, a target was 
placed in the target area and the initial throw was to that target. The
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second throw was not to the original target, but to the firs t throw,
i.e . e rror was the difference between the first throw and the second.
For the second 9 tria ls , the subjects in the preselected condition 
walked into the target area and placed a bean bag at a place of their 
choice. They returned to the restraining line and threw at that target. 
In the constrained condition, a target was placed in the designated area 
by the experimenter, the subject walked and looked at and then threw 
to this target.
The 15 sec rest interval during the red light was completely filled 
with instructions including remember what the lights mean, don't forget 
to listen for the buzzer, pick up the bean bag, get ready for the 
replication (or next t r ia l) .  This should block planning during this time 
period.
Design and Analysis
The design for this experiment was 3 age levels x 2 conditions 
(preselected-constrained) x 2 sets o f 9 trials (repeated measures). The 
throws will range around the target area, making absolute error (AE) 
the only reasonable choice as a dependent measure.
The analysis was a 3 (age) x 2 (conditions) ANOVA with AE as 
the dependent variable on each set o f 9 tria ls . Newman-Keuls follow- 




An ANOVA for the firs t 9 trials using AE as the dependent meas-
2
ures has a significant (p < . 05) age effect, £ (2 ,5 3 4 )= 9 .26, (d =.04, but
the age group means were not significantly different using a Newman-
Keuls test (7 year old m=1.14m, 11 year old=1.3lm, adults=0.78m).
There was also no condition effect (preselected versus constrained),
F(1 ,534)=0.20 or age x condition interaction, £(2,534)=1. 29.
For the second 9 trials using AE, the age effect was significant. 
2
£(2 ,534)=64.21 , to =.24. The Newman-Keuls follow-up indicated each
younger group was reliably less accurate (0.80m, 1.41m, 1.71m).
There was also no condition effect, F(1 ,534)=0.38, or age x condition 
interaction, F(2,534)=1.95.
Probe Times
The RTs from this Experiment are very similar to Experiment 1: 
520 msec (s=70) for 7 year olds, 365 msec ( s =70) for 11 year olds, and 
345 msec (s=46) for adults. These RTs are significantly d ifferent, 
F(2,234)=160.9, and each younger age is significantly slower than each 
older age. Recall that the values are inflated when compared to RTs 
from a typical RT paradigm.
Probe RT was probe time minus baseline RT. Probe RT 1 and 2
occurred during the firs t 9 trials. Probe RT 1 was prior to the first
throw and Probe RT 2 was prior to the second throw (which was an 
attempted replication of the first throw). For Probe RT1, the only 
effect significant was age, F (2 ,234) =25.68 with each younger age group
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having an increased Probe RT (547 msec, 701 msec, 971 msec), all of 
which were significantly different. For Probe RT2, the age effect was 
significant, F (2,234)=39.31, as was the condition effect, R1 #234)—11.25, 
as was the age x condition interaction, £ (2 ,234 )= 1 0 .94. Figure 24 is a 
plot of this interaction. The data appear relatively clean. Prior to 
movement reproduction, the 7 year olds are attending more to repro­
ducing the movement under constrained conditions than preselected.
There is no difference among the other groups except the expected age
difference. Thus while performance outcome as measured by AE is no 
different for the 7 year olds, the throw to the experimenter-selected 
target demands more attention prior to reproducing the movement.
In the second 9 tria ls . Probe RT3 occurs prior to the subject
walking into the target area and selecting the target (preselected) or 
looking at the experimenter-selected target (constrained). There was a 
significant age effect, ^(2,234)=41.23, and condition effect, £ (1 ,234)=  
6.12, but no interaction, _F(2,234J =2.20 for Probe RT3. The age effect 
was the typical linear decrease with increased age (968 msec, 745 msec, 
482 msec). The preselection-constrained effect showed an elevated Probe 
RT for the constrained condition (776 msec vs. 693 msec). Thus re­
gardless of age, the constrained condition was more attention demanding. 
Probe RT4 occurred prior to making the throw and the only significant 
effects were for age, £ (2 ,2 3 4 )= 9 .50, again with each younger age 
having an increased Probe RT, 480 msec, 745 msec, 1010 msec.
The results of the performance data are not very compatible with 
the Probe RTs. Performance data indicate no effects other than minimal 
age differences while the Probe RTs suggest that sometimes the con-
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strained condition requires more attention for young children (reproduc­
tion phase of firs t 9 trials) or everyone (planning phase of second 9 
tria ls ). Maybe a ballistic task of this type is rather resistant to plan­
ning differences, particularly when the task is already well-learned by 
the subjects.
There appears to be little to say about this experiment from a per­
formance view, except that kids throw more accurately with increased 
age -  a finding not very unique. Apparently allowing subjects to select 
a target for throwing offers little advantage over selecting the target 
for them, even though selecting it  for them demands more attention 
prior to performance (as estimated by Probe R T).
CHAPTER V
General Discussion
In all three experiments the age main effect was significant for 
most all of the measures (AE, |C E |, VE, RT and Probe R T ). Clearly 
with increased age performance improves, that is error decreases, 
variability decreases and the time necessary to complete a task also 
decreases. The presence of the age effects lends credibility to the 
data, certainly any task with no age effect would be suspect. In most 
cases the youngest children are different from the older two groups, 
who are not statistically different from each other. This fact was not 
surprising when the literature is recalled. Theories propose and data 
support the notion that 11 year olds are using memory strategies in 
similar ways to adults, yet not as effectively. Apparently children gain 
experience over the years between age 11 and young adulthood at 18-20 
years, which improves performance on memory-related tasks. However, 
this gain is not as great as the change in memory function which occurs 
and influences performance in the four years between 7 and 11 years of 
age. So the results of these three experiments support the famous and 
reliable statement "as children get older, they get better." The question 
to be answered is "why?"
The intent of Experiments 1 and 2 was to manipulate relative 
performance of the age groups with forced strategic intervention. 
Experiment 3 was planned to investigate one paradigm in which a clear 
strategy could not be applied (therefore age group performance could
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not be manipulated as effectively). Strategy was significant in both the 
linear positioning and the jogging experiments, accounting for 1-23% of 
the variance. Subjects in strategy groups were more accurate and less 
variable. The use of an appropriate strategy clearly influences per­
formance positively. For subjects in Experiment 1, three strategies 
were used: counting time (a distance strategy in a location task),
encoding arm angle (clearly the best strategy when end location is out 
of body space) and aligning end location with a body part. Subjects 
appeared to select a strategy and continue its use even when switching 
strategies from tria l to trial might have been warranted, for example as 
end locations moved in and out of body space. In the jogging task, 
subjects counted steps, clearly a good strategy for recalling distance. 
Ail of the strategies reported have been cited in the literature and 
facilitate recall from presentation to reproduction (within tr ia l) .  Nothing 
is surprising about those strategies or results. In Experiment 3, sub­
jects did use an interesting approach which could be likened to a be­
tween trials strategy to improve performance. Some subjects used a 
maximum throw, commenting that if  they threw as hard as they could 
every time, there would be no chance of distance error (unfortunately  
there was considerable direction e rro r) . Other subjects reported selec­
ting throws with similar characteristics once they found a more repli­
cable throw, for example throws of the same distance. Obviously all of 
the aforementioned strategies could facilitate performance, but the 
question of real interest is how do the strategies (or lack of strategic 
intervention) interact with age.
The age by strategy interaction was significant in both Experiments 
1 and 2 for all dependent variables. The strategy used did improve
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performance, but was not precise enough to greatly facilitate perform­
ance for subjects. The 7 years olds who did not spontaneously use any 
strategy benefited greatly, while strategy instruction for the older 
groups decreased error in a marginal way. For the jogging task, use 
of a mature strategy caused the 7 and 11 years olds to be similar to 
both adult groups and significantly different from the no strategy 
groups for 11 and 7 years olds. Clearly the forced use of a strategy 
facilitated performance differentially by age.
The spontaneous use of a strategy as reported by subjects was of 
particular interest. In both of these experiments, not one 7 year old 
reported the use of a strategy. For the 11 years olds, about one third  
reported spontaneous strategy use in each experiment but 100% of the 
adults reported strategy use. In the jogging experiment, the error in 
strategy execution could be matched to the task performance error and 
account for the age differences not accounted for by strategic interven­
tion. The number of errors in step counting for the criteria and 
replication jog increased as age decreased. No adult miscounted, where­
as 60% of the 7 year olds errored in counting steps. In both experi­
ments the use of a strategy manipulated performance, the lack of spon­
taneous strategic intervention accounted for large portions of the age 
differences. Clearly children get better as they get older, due in part 
to the increasing spontaneous use of appropriate adult-like strategies. 
The implication for teachers is clear, giving a strategy to a young child 
or improving the strategy spontaneously used by an older child will 
facilitate learning. For the traditional developmental theorist (Pascual- 
Leone, 1970; Piaget, 1954) the implication is equally clear: children's
performance can be manipulated with strategic intervention to a level 
similar to adult performance.
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The best overall performance was seen in groups which could plan 
the movement, plan to reproduce, use an appropriate strategy and 
coordinate all three into an overall plan. Preselected (those allowed to 
plan movement} and those given prior information (pointing prior to 
movement in constrained groups on linear slide) who also use a strategy 
performed best within age and in some cases between ages. The inter­
action of the plans and a strategy work together to reduce erro r. The 
probe RTs are elevated for all probes and conditions. However, the 
two of interest are the inflated movement planning probe for preselected 
groups with the linear slide (Experiment 1) and the inflated probe for 
replication of constrained subjects in Experiment 3 (throw ing). The 
demand in these conditions was clearly greater than other conditions or 
at other probe times. Apparently the demands of the tasks, and perhaps 
arousal level, were great enough to mask any other probe information.
The original hypothesis was that the preselection effect was due to 
strategy and would be eliminated with forced use of a good strategy. 
The data from Experiment 1 might have supported this had the strategy 
been more precise. However, the strategy in Experiment 2 was precise, 
yet preselection did appear to help the youngest children. The third  
experiment showed no preselection effect. The overall interpretation  
(somewhat reluctantly) is that when a good strategy is used by a 
reasonably skilled performer, no preselection effect occurs. However, 
when performance is poorer and/or without strategy, the meaningfulness 
of the movement as selected by the subject facilitates performance. 
This may be a case of "every little bit helps" for the younger children. 
This information is also o f value to the teacher. The traditional view of 
movement education has suggested that young children learn most
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effectively when allowed to select the parameters of the movements. 
When children are given a reasonable strategy this advantage is negated.
The age, strategy and age x strategy effects were similar for two 
of the three tasks, memory of end location and distance, but not velo­
c ity . Jogging and linear positioning are very d ifferen t, yet the influ­
ence of a strategy on the age group performance was significant. The 
subject reports of strategic intervention supported the data and were 
similar across the tasks. This was in spite of the different types of 
tasks and strategies.
The interpretation of the overall results would be that preselection 
probably has little value in the real world beyond increasing the mean­
ingfulness of information for young children. Strategic intervention 
makes significant contributions to real world task performance and 
increasingly so for younger age groups.
The concentration of research efforts on age x strategic interven­
tion seems particularly appropriate for future research. The investi­
gation of the types and levels of effectiveness of strategies to reduce 
age group performance differences would clearly be of value for instruc­
tional design in preschool and elementary physical education and sports 
settings. However, this research must not just investigate if the strategy 
works at different age levels, but why, including the situational and 
tasks generality of the effects. This research strategy is likely to 
involve both highly-controlled circumstances for careful strategy manip­
ulation and then the application of these results to more ecologically 
valid settings and tasks.
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Table A l. Summary of MANOVAs and ANOVAs for trials 1-9 and 10-18 on 
____________ j C E |, CE, and AE___________________________________________
SOURCE
Trials 1-9 Trials 10-18














AGE (A) 6,212 12.25* 2 18.90* 2.81 40.08* 15.25* 31.46* 4.65* 51.72*
STRATEGY (S) 3,106 15.55* 1 35.64* 0.08 51.48* 10.76* 21.97* 5.05* 31.96*
A X S 6,212 4.88* 2 4.41* 12.51* 4.18* 3.01* 2.85 6.32* 4.99*
CONDITION tC) 3,106 7.31* 1 6.31* 3.18 17.36* 1.06 0.14 0.53 1.73
A X C 6,212 2.31* 2 1.29 5.24* 2.74 1.49 2.30 0.91 3. 18*
C X S 3,106 2.97* 1 0.41 2.23 3.58* 0.65 0.16 1.92 0.25
A X C X S 6,212 1.63 2 0.56 2.79 0.73 1.98 3.16* 1.36 5.15*
LENGTH (L) 6,420 7.08* 2 1.26 16.39* 1.11 4.34* 3.11* 4.57* 0.06
A X L 12,555 2. 17* 4 2.10 1.90 2.04 1.46 0.61 1.81 0. 29
S X L 6,420 1.20 2 0.29 3.19* 0.37 3.67* 6.56* 2.99 2.66
C X L 6,420 0.60 2 0.27 1.39 0.10 0.41 0.71 0.19 0.99
A X S X L 12,555 2.05* 4 3.07* 2.35 1.87 1.82* 3.61* 1.19 1.53
A X C X L 12,555 0.47 4 0.06 0.70 0. 29 0.81 0.71 1.09 0.69
C X S X L 6,420 0.11 2 0.15 0.00 0.02 0.16 0.41 0.02 0. 37
A X C X S X L 12,555 0.72 4 1.32 0. 35 0.90 0.52 0.37 0.96 0.44
* p < .05 dfe =108
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Table A2. Summary of ANOVA on VE for trials
1 -  9 and 1 0 - 1 8
SOURCE df
T rials 1-9 Trials 10-18
F 20) F 2U)
AGE (A) 2 40.19* .29 56. 67* .39
STRATEGY (S) 1 50.90* . 18 30.75* .10
A X S 2 4. 16* .02 3. 16* .02
CONDITION(C) 1 13.74* .05 6.14* .02
A X C 2 1.25 ----- 6. 39* .04
S X C 1 5.35* .02 0. 02 -----
A X S X C 2 0.59 ----- 2.87 -----
* £  < . 05 MSe = 3.69 MS£ = 4.34
dfE = 108 d f£ = 108
Table A3. Main effects of age, strategy condition for
_____________ |C E | ,  CE, and AE on Trials 1 -  9_______
MAIN EFFECT
1CE| CE AE
m s s m s
7 3.97 4.16 0. 47 5.75 5.46 4. 20
AGE 11 2.43 2.71 -0.65 3.58 3.48 2.74
20 1.84 1.63 -0.67 2.37 2.35 1.58
STRATEGY
Strategy 1.88 1.94 -0.23 2.70 2.74 1.99
No Strategy 3.64 3.82 ,-0 .3 3 5.28 4.81 3.98
CONDITION
Preselected 2. 38 2.46 -0.62 3.37 3.17 2.48




Table A4. Newman-Keuls test for age main 
_______ effect on jCE | and AE for trials 1-9
|CE | AE
ACE m 11 20 m 11 20
7 3.97 3. 27* 4.53* 5.46 4. 40* 6.91*
11 2.43   1. 25 3.48   2.51
20 1.84   2.35 ------
MS = 8 .7 2  Error = .47 MS = 8 .0 8  Error = . 45e e
d fc = 108 N = 40 df = 108 N = 40E e
*p < .05
Table A5. Main effects of age and strategy for | C E | , CE and
AE on trials 10 -  18
MAIN EFFECT
ICE | CE AE
m s m s m s
7 4.52 4.90 1.76 6. 44 5.92 4.91
AGE 11 1.84 2. 18 0.30 2.84 2.61 2.31
20 1.19 1.15 -0.06 1.66 1.60 1.11
Strategy 1.68 2.36 0.10 2.90 2.37 2.44
STRATEGY
No Strategy 3.39 4.17 1.26 5. 23 4.43 4.12
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Table A6. Newman-Keuls tests for age effects on |CE | , 
CE and AE for trials 10 -  18.
|CE | CE AE
Age m 2 3 m 2 3 m 2 3
1. 7 yrs. 4.52 4.96* 6.17* 1.76 1.90 2.36 5.92 6.13* 8. 00*
2. 11 yrs. 1.84 ------ 1.20 0.30 ------ 0.47 2.61 ------ 1.87
3. 20 yrs. 1. 19 ------ -0.06 ------- 1.60 ------
p< . 05














AGE 11 yrs. 4.05







and standard deviations 







3. 22 5.02 3.53
2. 19 4.44 3.77
3.36 3.49 2.48
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TableA8. Newman-Keuls test for age on VE
Age Trials 1-9 Trials 10 -  18
m 11 20 m 11 20
7 6.40 7.83* 12.73* 6.72 10.55* 14.52*
11 4.05 ------  4.90* 3. 24 ------- 3.97*
20 2.58 ------ 1.93 -------
*p < . 05 MS£ = 3 .6 9 , d fE = 1 08 
Error = . 30, N = 40
m s e
Error
= 4.34, d fE 
= .33 , N = 40
= 108
Table A9. Newman-Keuls test for age x strategy interaction





1. 11/Strategy 1.24 0.55 1.34 2.48 3.84 6.06*








  1.14 2.50 4.72*
  1.36 3.58*
  2 . 2 2
20/Strategy 1.92 0.29 0.92 2.31 3.08 5.15*
11/Strategy 2.20   0.62 2.01 2.79 4.85*





  0.77 2.84
  2.06
MS& = 8.08 Error = .64 N = 20 MS^ = 17.93 Error = .95 N = 20e e
df = 108 p < .05 df = 108e e
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Table A10. Newman-Keuls on age by strategy interaction for
trials 10 -  18 with AE as dependent measure.
m 7/S trat 11/NS 20/NS 11/S tra t 20/Strat
7/No Strategy 7. 72 4. 69* 4. 47* 7.44* 7.72* 8.47*
7/Strategy 4.11 ------ .78 2.75 3. 04 3.78
11/No Strategy 3.51 ------- 1.97 2. 26 3.00
2 0 /No Strategy 1.99 ------ . 29 1.03
11/Strategy 1.77 ------ .74
20/Strategy 1.20 ------
*p < .05 MS = 11.83 Error = .77—  e N = 29 df = 108 e
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Table A l l .  Newman-Keuls test for age x strategy
interaction for VE on trials 1-9 and 10-18.
Age/Strategy m 2 3 4 5 6
Trials 1-9
1. 7/No strategy 7.96 5.23* 7.26* 11.26* 12.95* 13.77*
2. 11/ No strategy 5.71 - 2.02 6.02* 7.72* 8.53*
3. 7/Strategy 4.84 4.00* 5.70* 6.51*
4. 2 0 /No strategy 3.12 - 1.70 2.51
5. 11 /Strategy 2.39 - 0.81
6. 20/Strategy 2.04 —
MSq = 3. e 69, d fE = 108, Error = .43, N = 2 0
Trials 10-18
1. 7/No strategy 8. 34 6.87* 8.49* 12.70* 13.19* 14.60*
2. 7 /5trategy 5.11 - 1.62 5.83* 6.32* 7. 72*
3. 11/No strategy 4.35 4.21* 4.70* 6.11*
4. 2 0 /No strategy 2.37 - 0.49 1.89
5. 11/Strategy 2.14 - 1.40
6 20/Strategy 1.48
MSq = 4. e 34, d fE = 108, Error = .47, N = 2 0
< * 05
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Table A12. Newman-Keuls test of age x condition 
interaction on VE for trials 1 0 - 1 8
Age/Condition m 2 3 4 5 6
1. 7 /Preselected 8.11 5.89* 9.79* 10.91* 11.04* 12.49*
2. 7/Constrained 5. 34 3.89* 5.02* 5.15* 6.60*
3. 11/Preselected 3.51 - 1.13 1.26 2.70
4. 11/Constrained 2.98 - 0. 13 1.57
5. 20 /Constrained 2.92 - 1.45
6. 20/Preselected 2. 24
<.05 MSe = 4 .34 , dfe = 108, Error = .47 , N = 2 0
Table A 13. Newman-Keuls test of strategy x condition 
interaction on VE for trials 1 -  9
Strategy / Condition m 2 3 4
1. No strategy/constrained 6.65 4.91* 7.70* 8.84*
2. No strategy/preselected 4.54 - 2.79 3.93*
3. Strategy/constrained 3.34 - 1.14
4. Strategy/preselected 2.85 -
* d < .05 MSq = 3 .69 , d f = 108, Error = . 43, N = 2 0
6 6
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Table A H . Means and standard 
length on CE, trials
deviations for 
1-9 and 10-18
Trials 1-9 Trials 10-18
Length m s m s
Short 1.10 4.67 1.43 4.86
Medium -0.43 ' 3.50 0.49 3.07
Long -1.55 3.85 0.07 4.53
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Table A15. Means and standard deviations






Table A16. Means and standard deviations for RTs by 










1 Probe RT is the difference between baseline RT and the Probe 
during preselected on constrained condition.
Appendix B
Descriptive Analysts and 
Statistical Summary Tables 
for Experiment 2
Table B l.  Means and standard deviations for significant effects
AE CE _C E T VE
m s m s m s m s
AGE 7 1.39 1.24 .25 1.39 1.07 .92 4.25 3. 40
11 3.48 3.52 1.22 4.50 2.98 3.58 2.58 2.43
20 5.89 5.71 3.36 7.10 5.15 5.92 1.34 1.74
AE CE O m VE
Strategy m s m s m s m s
Strategy 1.96 1.88 .64 2.38 1.60 1.87 1.77 1.75
No strategy 4.54 5.37 2.59 6.64 4.54 5.49 3.69 3.40
Table B2. Significant F Ratios for |CE |, CE, AE and VE
|CE L , CE AE VEdf F MSe F MSe F MSe df F MS— e
Age 2,108 34.83* 155.06 15.18* 215.98 43.36* 151.55 2,108 40.70* 69.29
Strategy 1,108 53. 98* 17.03* 68.01* 1,108 53.77*
Age x Strategy 2,108 11.75* 3.42* 13.23* 2,108 6.79*
Age x Condition 2,108 3.87* 3.20* 3.38* 2,108 ------
Length 2,216 23.23* 89.45 50.40* 120.00 20.94* 80.13
Age x Length 4,216 7. 93* 20.18* 7.91*
Strategy x Length 2,216 9.28* 28.77* 5.94*
Condition x Length 2,216 3.65*
Age x Strategy 
x Length
4,216 4.70* 10.32* 3.94*
Age x Condition 
x Length




Table B3. Newman-Keuls for age x strategy  
with |C E j, CE, AE and VE




3 4 5 6
1. 20/strategy 3.12 .93 1.34 3.07 6.93* 14.08*
2. 20/no strategy 4.61 - .42 2.14 6.01* 13.16*
3. 11/strategy 5.28 1.73 5.59* 12.74*
4. 7/strategy 8.06 - 3.86* 11.01*
5. 11/no strateg 14.28 - 7.15*
6. 71no strategy 25.79 —
MS =155 .06  e Error = 1.61 N = 60 (20 subjects x 3 measures)
df =108  e
ZE
1. 11/strategy - .1 8  .34 .73 3.26 4. 41* 8.56*
2. 20/strategy .47 . 39 2.92 4.07* 8.22*
3. 20/no strategy 1.21 2.53 3.68* 7. 83*
4. 7/strategy 6.02 - 1.15 5.29*
5. 11 /no strategy 8.20 - 4.15*
6. 7/no strategy 16.08 —
MS = 215.98 e Error = 1.90 N= 60 (20 subjects x 3 measures)
d f =108  e
AE
1. 20/strategy 3.12 1.81 2.09 4.17* 8.39* 16.25*
2. 20/no strategy 6.00 . 28 2. 36 6.58* 14.43*
3. 11/strategy 6.44 2.08 6. 30* 14.16*
4. 7/strategy 9.75 - 4.22* 12.08*
5. 11/no strategy 16.46 - 7.86*
6. 7/no strategy 28.95
MS = 151.6 Error = 1. 59 N = 60 (20 subjects x 3 measures)
df e = 108 e
*p  < . 05
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Table B3. Newman-Keuls for age x strategy with 
[CE| , CE, AE and VE (continued)
VE
2 3 4 5 6
1. 20/strategy 2.96 1.98 2.40 5.21* 7.53 13.92*
2. 11/strategy 5.24 - .43 3. 23 5.55* 11.94*
3. 20/no strategy 5.73 - 2.80* 5.12* 11.51*
4. 7/strategy 8.95 - 2.32 8.71*
5. 11/no strategy 11.62 - 6.39*
6. 7/no strategy 18.97
MSe = 62. 29 Error = 1 . 0 2  N = 60 (20 subjects x 3 measures)
d f = 108 e
* £  < .05
Table B4. Strategy errors by age levels
Age
Number Counting Steps 
Incorrectly on Criterion
Number Incorrectly 
Recalling Number Steps 
to be Recalled
Number Counting Steps 
Incorrectly at Recall
Preselected Constrained Preselected Constrained Preselected Constrained
7 yrs. 46% 40% 12% 24% 60% 36%
11 yrs. 14% 2% 6% 2% 6% 2%






Since the processing system is limited in capacity the assumption 
can be made that if  a task demands attention (capacity) the simultan­
eous production of two attention demanding tasks will cause a decrement 
of performance in one or both tasks (Reeve, Note 2 ). I f  one of the 
tasks becomes primary the decrement will occur in the secondary task. 
Therefore the secondary task performance could be used as an indicator 
of demand on processing of the primary task. The use of prim ary- 
secondary tasks paradigm to indicate attention demands is called the 
probe technique. When planning is the primary task and no decrements 
is noted in the secondary task, it  could be assumed no attention was 
allocated to planning or that no planning was occuring.
The review of the literature suggests that plans for movement and 
the reproduction of movement are necessary for successful performance. 
Further the developmental research indicates that children do not make 
plans or that they make ineffective plans. During planning intervals 
young children would not be expected to exhibit a decrement in the 
secondary task.
Obviously there are some problems with the dual task paradigm. 
First there are two types of structural interference. Multiple input 
could be competing in the perceptual system. To combat this problem 
different sensory modalities must be used for the primary and secon­
dary task. Second, if  both are continuous, attention may be switched 
between the two tasks. Discrete secondary tasks decrease this problem. 
T h ird , the secondary task may demand greater attention than the
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primary task. Performance on the primary task should not be signifi­
cantly poorer when the secondary task is present. When there is a 
decrement in primary task performance this is indicative of structural 
interference.
Typically probe reaction time has been used as a secondary task. 
When the primary task is movement, the secondary task is done with 
the opposite limb (no output interference) and with an auditory stimulus 
(no input interference). When reaction time is slower than under 
non-competitive circumstances the indication is that attention is demand­
ed by and allocated to the primary task. If  RT were probed on every 
trial the subject would anticipate the stimulus and a false conclusion 
might be drawn that the primary task demanded no attention. Salmoni, 
Sullivan and Starkes (1976) suggest probing no more than 2/3 of the 
tria ls . In addition, the dependent variable used for measuring atten­
tion demand should be the difference between baseline RT and the 
probe RT.
Using this technique with children, several points must be consid­
ered:
1. Check the probe to no probe trials to see if  primary task perfor­
mance decreases as a result of the additional demands of the 
probe;
2. Baseline RT should be taken under circumstances similar to the 
probe rather than predictable circumstances;
3. Probe one-half to two-thirds of the trials to eliminate anticipation 
by the subject of the probe.
Appendix D
Sample Data Collection Forms
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YPN01077 DATA SHEET EXPERIMENT 1 YCN02090
AE
PRESELECTED NO STRATEGY 
NAME AGE
CONSTRAINED NO STRATEGY 
NAME AGE
RT REPLICATION CRIT ERIONLOC REPLICATION RT AE
A l A
A B 2 A B
B 3 B




A B 8 A B
B 9 B
REPLICATION CRITERIONLOC REPLICATION
C D E l C D E
2
C D 3 C D
C E i* C E
C D E S C D E
e
D 7 D
C E 8 C E
D E 9 D E
i 2 3 i+ 5 REACTION TIME TRIALS l 2 3 i* 5
6 7 8 9 10 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 11* 15 11 12 13 I** ■ 15
16 17 18 19 20 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 2i* 2 5 21 22 2 3 21* 25
2 6 2 7 28 2 9 30 2 6 2 7 28 2 9 30
DATA SHEET EXPERIMENT 2
PRESELECTED CONSTRAINED
NO STRATEGY GROUP NO STRATEGY GROUP
NAME AGE NAME AGE
# s te p s  s te p s  # s te p s  REPLICATION CRITERION # s te p s  tf s te p s  # s te p s  REPLICATION










How d id  you s e le c t  th e  p la c e s  to  stop?
How d id  you remember how f a r  you ran?
D id  c o u n tin g  s te p s  h e lp ?
Can you t h in k  o f  a way to  h e lp  you remember?
Can you th in k  o f  a way to  h e lp  you remember? 
How d id  you remember how f a r  you ran?
D id  c o u n tin g  s te p s  h e lp ?
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1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 1 5
16 17 18 19 2 0
2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 25
2 6 2 7 26 2 9 30
REACTION TIM E TRIALS
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 1 0
11 12 1 3 14 1 5
16 17 18 19 2 0
21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5
26 2 7 28 2 9 30
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